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Executive summary  
 
This report presents the outcomes of an on-line survey of local governments across Australia into their 
attitudes, programs, policies and actions with respect to housing. The survey was undertaken as part 
of a three-year Australian Research Council Linkage project, in which a number of local governments 
and their representatives are active participants.  
 
Just over 200 – or approximately 40 per cent – of local governments responded to the survey, with 
returns coming from all Australian states and the Northern Territory, and from metropolitan, rural and 
remote councils. This extensive data collection has enabled the detailed presentation of data 
according to location and settlement type.  
 
Across Australia, responses varied by state and Territory, with some states having specific policies or 
legislation that clearly establish local government’s roles and responsibilities with respect to housing 
and its provision.   
 
The outcomes of the survey challenge many preconceptions around the role of local government and 
housing in the 21st Century. Our work finds that many local governments take an active interest in 
housing questions, including a keen focus on housing affordability. Other areas of concern include the 
regulation of informal housing tenancies – Airbnb, Stayz et cetera – as well as the effective functioning 
of the planning system, homelessness, urban regeneration and environmental sustainability.  
 
We found that a majority of respondent councils agreed that local government has a role in 
responding to housing concerns but often struggled to make an impact because of a lack of leadership 
from the state and federal Australian governments. The respondents saw themselves working in 
partnership with others, making an important contribution to a whole-of-government effort to 
address housing affordability, homelessness et cetera. Local governments also worked with non-
government organisations including homelessness service providers, a range of community groups 
and not-for-profit housing associations.   
 
This research found that: 

• There was a very high degree of awareness of housing affordability challenges across 
Australia, but this did not always result in it being a high priority for councils, largely because 
of the perception that other tiers of government had a responsibility and the fiscal capacity 
to take primary carriage of this issue;  

• More local governments than anticipated were involved in the direct provision of 
accommodation to persons in need;  

• A significant percentage of local governments had strong working relationships with not-for-
profit housing providers;  

• The planning system was seen to be an important tool in providing affordable housing, but 
local governments felt more could be done in terms of boosting the effectiveness of the 
planning system, including the processes of urban regeneration;  

• Approximately 55 per cent of respondents reported that their local government had a housing 
strategy, policy or plan;  

• In some jurisdictions the interaction between local governments and housing is affected by a 
large number of state policies, and these can serve as an impediment to effective action by 
councils;  

• In most councils, housing matters were dealt with by the planning departments within 
Council. In some instances housing was treated as part of the community development 
portfolio;  
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• Only a third of local governments reported concern with short term rental accommodation – 
Airbnb, Stayz, holiday homes et cetera – but some of those affected experienced serious 
impacts, often in the form of complaints from other residents;  

• Local governments did not identify immigration as an issue of concern for their housing 
markets;  

• Few local governments set specific housing affordability targets for their Council area; 
• Many local governments across Australia have an involvement in housing markets – for 

example, supplying the funding of support services et cetera – that extend beyond their 
legislated minimum obligations;  

• Few councils see the provision of housing for rental or sale as an opportunity to diversify 
income streams, though a higher percentage of local governments are interested in increasing 
housing densities in order to generate additional rate revenue;  

• Some local governments expressed concern about the impacts of urban sprawl, with a much 
smaller percentage voicing questions around the impact of higher density living on families 
and communities;  

• Limited resources were seen to be the biggest impediment to addressing housing affordability 
at the level of local governments; and,  

• There was limited recognition of overcrowding as an issue within the Australian housing stock, 
despite the fact that it is the most common form of homelessness in this country.  

 
There were some significant differences between metropolitan and non-metropolitan regions with 
respect to housing. Whereas high rates of population growth and unaffordable housing is often the 
pressing issue in the major cities, elsewhere local governments take action to encourage population 
growth and the viability of their housing markets. These large-scale differences in housing challenges 
are significant, and mean that local governments need to deploy highly differentiated approaches to 
ensure the sustainability of their housing markets.  
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Introduction  
 
As part of the Australian Research Council’s Local Government and Housing in the 21st Century Linkage 
Project, led by Professor Andrew Beer of the University of South Australia, CEOs and General Managers 
of Australia’s 537 councils were asked to complete an online survey. The survey was conducted from 
late September 2017 until mid-February 2018. 
 
This survey is part of a three-year mixed-methods study examining the relationship between local 
government and housing and how local governments perceive and endeavour to deal with housing 
issues in their domain. The project aims to identify new ways in which local governments and the 
communities they represent can meet their housing aspirations. The project seeks to identify and 
develop a suite of policies and actions for use by local governments across Australia in metropolitan, 
rural and regional settings. 
 
Australia is confronted by escalating challenges in regards to housing. Australia has: 
 

• One of the most unaffordable housing markets in the world; 
• Decreasing home ownership; 
• Increasing housing stress; 
• Increasing homelessness; 
• A minimal and diminishing stock of public housing and; 
• Pockets of poverty and disadvantage in the private rental sector. 

 
These concerns have fuelled a search for new policy solutions in housing and the desire to recruit a 
new range of actors – including local governments – into the formation of housing policies and 
programs. It is expected that the data produced by the survey, and summarised in this report, will 
inform future policy development and provide local governments with information that will assist in 
planning and decision-making. 
 
In undertaking this research, all of Australia’s local governments were asked to complete the survey.   
The invitations to participate in the study were addressed to the CEO of each local government, and 
they were asked to forward the survey to a relevant staff member within their organisation. Local 
governments were encouraged to fill in the document on-line, and in a small number of instances a 
hard copy was forwarded to respondents, with the data then inputted by the study team. Survey 
Monkey was the primary mechanism for collecting the data. Two rounds of follow up reminders were 
undertaken, with some councils needing to gather information from a number of departments in order 
to provide a comprehensive response.  
 
The design of the survey was confronted by a number of challenges, with one of the most substantial 
being the need to acknowledge the disparate nature of the housing challenges confronting local 
governments across Australia. Many inner urban councils are having to consider problems associated 
with the inadequate supply of affordable housing, high construction costs, and problems of over 
development. At the same time, local governments in rural and remote areas may look to intervene 
in housing markets in order to address a falling population, or secure workers for new or existing 
agribusinesses. In both examples, housing is central, but very different programs and policies are 
needed to address each. This survey has attempted to span this very considerable range of issues in 
order to demonstrate the wide array of housing problems confronting local governments.  
 
In reading this document it is important to bear in mind that it presents early findings and that more 
comprehensive analysis will be undertaken subsequently.  
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Tiddy Widdy Beach, Yorke Peninsula, South Australia. All photos by Sandy Horne. 

Figure 1: Survey responses by state 
 

 
 

STATES RESPONSES 
New South Wales 22.07% 47 

Victoria 16.43% 35 

Queensland 13.62% 29 

Western Australia 22.07% 47 

South Australia 17.37% 37 

Tasmania 5.16% 11 

Northern Territory 3.29% 7 

TOTAL   213 

 
 

There are approximately 540 local governments across Australia’s States and Territories and the 213 
returns received for the on-line survey represents a 38 per cent response rate. This is a very positive 
outcome and speaks to the engagement of local governments with this issue, as well as the need for 
better information on this topic.  
 
Figure 1 presents data on the responses by state and it is evident that while all parts of the nation are 
covered, in some places the response rate differed from expectations based on population size and 
the number of local governments in that jurisdiction. South Australia was over-represented amongst 
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the responses, and this may reflect the fact that the study originated in that state. Queensland and 
Victoria local governments appear to be somewhat under-represented, although both have a 
reasonable number of completed questionnaires.  
 

Figure 2: Survey responses – metropolitan and non-metropolitan 
 
Metropolitan 
 

 
Non-metropolitan 

 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Metropolitan 27.70% 59 

Non-metropolitan 72.30% 154 
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Just over 70 per cent of all responses to the survey came from local governments based in non- 
metropolitan areas, and this is roughly in line with the distribution of local governments across each 
jurisdiction. This is a positive outcome for the survey as we sought to capture the experience of both 
metropolitan and non-metropolitan regions. 

Finally, it is worth noting that this is not the final product of this research. It is simply an interim output 
intended to provide a data resource to, and for, local governments. Other publications will be 
produced and released through academic and other outlets. 
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Governance 
 
The ways in which local governments in Australia seek to affect housing outcomes is a critical issue, as 
it sets the agenda for policy development, the implementation of programs and discussions with other 
tiers of government. The governance of housing by local governments is more than just the policy 
instruments available to Council and the ways they are used. It includes:  
 

• the priority given to housing as an issue for Council consideration;  
• the development and use of formal policy instruments;  
• the scope and ambition of the engagement with this field of social policy; and, 
• the frequency of discussion within Council meetings and in other deliberations.  

 
The data presented in Figure 3 below shows that for half our respondents, councils considered housing 
issues a priority to a substantial or very substantial extent. Only 10 per cent of respondents reported 
that their Council considered it to be a very limited priority, while 16 per cent reported that it was a 
priority to a limited extent.  
 
Critically, housing appears to be a greater priority for local governments and their elected members 
than might have been expected, and this is likely to reflect on-going public debate on a range of 
housing-related issues.  
 

Figure 3. To what extent has housing been considered a priority by your Council over the past 12 
months? 
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OPTIONS RESPONSES 

Very limited extent 9.86% 21 

Limited extent 16.43% 35 

Some extent 23.94% 51 

Substantial extent 34.27% 73 

Very substantial extent 15.49% 33 

TOTAL   213 

 
 

Figure 4: Does your Council have a housing policy, housing plan or housing strategy?  
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  54.93% 117 

Yes 45.07% 96 

TOTAL   213 

 
 
Some 55 per cent of respondents reported that their local government had a formal housing plan, 
policy or strategy (Figure 4), with these documents most commonly focussed on questions of 
residential land development, housing affordability population change, urban design, liveability and 
social and public housing. As a group, the range of issues covered was substantial and included the 
impacts of Airbnb, overcrowding and second homes. In addition, local governments nominated other 
housing-related topics that have been subject to policy development, including:  
 

• Long-term serviced land supply; 
• Council ownership of land;  
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• Built form and building heights; 
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• Specialist forms of supported housing for people who are homeless or at risk, e.g. ‘Common 
Ground’ and ‘Youth Foyer’ type models; 

• Student housing; 
• Liveable Housing Design Guidelines; 
• Infrastructure, services and transport; 
• Key worker housing; 
• Urban density; 
• Crisis accommodation; 
• Housing for the well-aged; 
• Retirement village living; 
• Aged care facilities and hostel accommodation; 
• Cultural diversity; and,  
• Staff housing and aged housing.  

 

Figure 5: If yes, do your Council’s housing policies include issues of [tick all that apply]: 
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OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Housing affordability 64 

Social and public housing 43 

Residential land development 71 

Council ownership of land 30 

Council ownership of homes 26 

Population change 61 

Second homes 12 

Unoccupied dwellings 9 

Urban design 53 

Energy efficiency 47 

Building quality 34 

Liveability 48 

Universal access provisions 36 

Boarding houses 11 

Short-term letting/tourism 17 

Airbnb 6 

Overcrowding 5 

Rough sleeping 10 
 
 
Only one per cent of councils considered their housing policies very comprehensive, while just under 
40 per cent concluded that their council’s housing policies could be described as comprehensive. The 
majority of respondents considered them to not be at all comprehensive, or to be comprehensive only 
to a limited extent or very limited extent (Figure 6).  

Figure 6: Would you describe your Council’s policies relating to housing in your area as 
comprehensive? 
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OPTIONS RESPONSES 

Not at all 19.42% 40 

To a very limited extent 16.99% 35 

Limited extent 20.39% 42 

Some extent 28.64% 59 

Substantial extent 13.59% 28 

Very substantial extent 0.97% 2 

TOTAL   206 
 

 
Most respondents felt that their Council’s housing plans and strategies did not extend beyond that 
required by state government legislation. Only 30 per cent felt that the plans reached beyond these 
legislated requirements (Figure 7).  
 

Figure 7: To what extent do your Council’s policies relating to housing in your area extend beyond 
those required under State government legislation? 
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Not at all 28.02% 58 

To a very limited extent 22.22% 46 

Limited extent 18.36% 38 

Some extent 25.12% 52 
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Very substantial extent 1.45% 3 

TOTAL   207 
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In 38 per cent of cases housing issues were discussed frequently or very frequently by Council. In some 
10 per cent of cases, housing as a policy area was never discussed and in 21 per cent of responses it 
was discussed rarely (Figure 8). The most common response to this question was ‘occasionally’, 
suggesting housing remains an on-going concern for many local governments, though not a primary 
focus.   

Figure 8: How frequently have housing policy issues been the subject of Council discussions in the 
past 12 months? 
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A slightly different picture emerged when local governments were asked what priority Council had 
given housing relative to other issues (Figure 9). Just four per cent of respondents reported that it had 
been given very high priority by Council. Conversely, 22 per cent said it had been given high priority 
and 31 per cent indicated a moderate priority. Clearly, housing is a critical issue for a significant 
minority of local governments across Australia, and more than half of all local governments see it as a 
moderate or high priority.  

Figure 9: What level of priority has your Council given housing issues relative to other Council 
business? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Very low 10.00% 21 

Low 31.90% 67 

Moderate 31.43% 66 

High 22.38% 47 

Very high 4.29% 9 
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In an overwhelming majority of cases, housing issues are dealt with as a concern of the planning 
department within Council, and in approximately 20 per cent of cases across Australia this 
responsibility sits with local government (Figure 10). To a degree, this homogeneity in administrative 
responsibility is surprising, and speaks to the need to engage with planners on issues of housing reform 
and innovation.  
 
A number of respondents nominated other parts of their local government’s administrative structure 
as holding responsibility for housing. In several instances responsibility for housing sat with the Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO) and/or the senior management team – and this reflects the cross-portfolio 
nature of housing issues. In other instances, respondents noted that some parts of housing sat with 
the planning department or community development, while the economic development group may 
also deal with some – growth focussed – housing issues. In a few cases, a property or facilities group 
within the local government would hold responsibility for housing, and one respondent noted that the 
corporate services area held this portfolio.  

Figure 10: What sections within your Council deal with housing issues? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Planning  77.35% 140 

Community services 22.65% 41 

TOTAL   181 
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The majority of respondents reported that any change in the composition of Council as a result of 
elections had little impact on overall housing priorities (Figure 11) and a very limited impact on the 
focus and functioning of Council which, in turn, suggests longer term drivers of engagement with 
housing.   

Figure 11: To what extent do changes in the composition of councillors impact on your Council’s 
housing priorities? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Very limited extent 27.62% 58 

Limited extent 30.48% 64 

Some extent 26.19% 55 

Very substantial extent 10.48% 22 

Unsure 5.24% 11 

TOTAL   210 
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For the majority of respondents, housing development was not seen as an opportunity for the 
diversification of income, with the only exception being the sale of Council owned land for residential 
development. This, relatively conventional, approach was considered as a pathway to revenue 
generation by 105 local governments, with 101 not considering this strategy. A clear majority of 
respondent local governments did not pursue increased housing densities as a way of raising rate 
revenues, and very few councils had examined the supply of rental housing as a strategy for income 
diversification (Figure 12).  

Figure 12: Does your Council regard housing as an opportunity to diversify its income stream 
through: 
 

 
OPTIONS RESPONSES 

  No Yes 
12a. Increasing densities to generate rates? 142 63 

12b. Sale of land for development? 101 105 

12c. Rental income from housing? 170 34 
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Many local governments in Australia review their land and other assets on a regular basis in order to 
identify opportunities for affordable housing development (Figure 13). Some 44 per cent do so within 
a four year cycle, but 38 per cent do not do so at all, which may suggest limited engagement with 
affordable housing issues or the absence of affordability challenges locally.   
 
A comparable picture emerged when respondents were asked if their Council had ever used its land 
assets to leverage affordable housing opportunities. Only 35 per cent were able to report that their 
local government had acted in this way in the past (Figure 14).  

Figure 13: How often does your Council review its land and building assets for potential affordable 
housing development opportunities? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Every 1-2 years 19.05% 40 

Every 3-4 years 25.24% 53 

Every 5-6 years 17.62% 37 

Never 38.10% 80 

TOTAL   210 
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Figure 14: Has Council ever used its asset base to leverage affordable housing outcomes? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  64.76% 136 

Yes 35.24% 74 

TOTAL   210 
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State government planning impacts 
 
Across Australia, local governments derive their authority and roles from Acts of their respective state 
Parliaments. State planning legislation plays a central role in the shaping of councils’ mandates and 
functions. At a general level, state governments have taken charge of the strategic dimension of land 
use planning (Hamnett and Freestone 2000; Beer et al 2007), while the operational elements of plan 
implementation and development control have been vested with local governments. Land use 
planning can be made more complex through overlapping policy domains and legislation, with any site 
potentially affected by a state Act relating to metropolitan planning priorities, heritage preservation, 
native vegetation protection, water catchment management and fire risk mitigation. In addition, 
residential and other development may need to be compliant with climate change policies, universal 
design requirements and other priorities.  
 
Our respondents were asked to indicate how many state government planning policies affect their 
planning operations and the results are presented in Figure 15 below.  
 

Figure 15: Can you please provide an estimate of the number of State government planning policies 
and strategies that guide your local area planning and development 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
0-4 35.79% 68 

5-9 23.68% 45 

10-14 17.89% 34 

15-19 7.37% 14 

20-24 2.63% 5 

25+ 12.63% 24 

TOTAL   190 
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It is clear from these data that planning is a complex field in many instances, with 12 per cent of 
respondents reporting their land use planning policies are affected by more than 25 state government 
policies. On the other hand, over one third had their activities shaped by fewer than five and almost 
60 per cent had to account for nine or fewer state government policies.  
 
The survey also asked respondents to indicate whether state government policies have a positive 
impact on the Council’s capacity to achieve its housing aspirations. As Figure 17 shows, while some 20 
per cent of respondents reported that State policies were not at all useful or impeded the achievement 
of their goals in some way, a large majority felt that the State legislation was somewhat useful, while 
a third felt it was useful or very useful.  
 

Figure 16: Overall, how useful is the above suite of policies to achieving the Council’s housing goals? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Not at all useful 12.04% 23 

Somewhat impeding 9.42% 18 

Somewhat useful 42.93% 82 

Useful 27.75% 53 

Very useful 7.85% 15 

TOTAL   191 
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Housing affordability 
 
Housing affordability remains an enduring challenge for Australian governments. Housing affordability 
has been in decline over the past 30 years, largely as a result of the rising costs associated with home 
ownership and private rent housing relative to growth in incomes (Beer 1999; Morris 2018a). These 
trends have continued throughout the last decade, particularly in recent years, despite the 1990s 
being characterised by strong economic growth, declining rates of unemployment, and falling nominal 
interest rates (Berry 2003). 
 
Declining housing affordability has been particularly marked in capital cities, and in some more than 
others. It has impacted most on the lowest income households. While there are variations in 
affordability trends according to geographic location, between socio-economic groups and between 
tenures, there have been clear signs that the housing system is failing to deliver affordable housing. 
These signs include the falling rates of home ownership across Australia (Berry and Hall 2001; Morris 
2018a), increasing incidence of mortgage defaults (Berry et al 1999), the increasing proportion of 
households for whom renting is a permanent proposition (Wulff and Maher 1998; Morris et al 2017), 
long waiting lists for public housing and rising rates of homelessness. Those households for whom 
home ownership is increasingly difficult are faced with fewer options as public housing supply and the 
stock of low rent dwellings has contracted while the number of households with low incomes has risen 
(Yates and Wulff 2000). This has led to an increase in the incidence of housing stress, particularly 
among private rental tenants.  It is almost a truism that Australia is confronted by a housing crisis 
(Dufty-Jones, 2018; Kendall and Baum, 2016; Beer et al, 2016).  
 
Beginning in the mid-1980s Australian Governments began to introduce policy measures designed to 
improve access to home ownership (Ronald et al 2015), provide subsidies to a greater range of tenants 
(Yates 1997), and provide better insights into the drivers of escalating house prices (Productivity 
Commission 2003). Governments have also sought to renew the housing stock and undertake major 
regeneration initiatives (as described in Ruming 2018) and ensure a better balance between supply 
and demand (Rowley et al 2017). Despite these policies and associated programs, housing is 
unaffordable for many Australians (Berry and Dalton 2007), and increasingly, individuals are pushed 
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by market realities to live in housing that adversely affects them (Baker et al 2016; Baker & Lester 
2017; Baker et al 2014; Baker & Tually 2008; Baker et al 2017). There is a rapidly growing body of work 
that demonstrates that housing stress impacts on the mental and physical health of many Australians 
(Bentley et al 2011; Mason et al 2013; Kavanagh et al 2015; Beer et al 2011; Beer et al 2016; Morris 
2016, 2018b). Critically, the growing acknowledgement of the health impacts of housing provides an 
additional imperative for local government involvement in housing issues. In many jurisdictions, local 
governments play a central role in maintaining public health.  
 
Our respondents were asked to provide us with the working definition of affordable housing that their 
Council used, and a selection of their responses is provided in Box 1 below:  
 
Box 1: Definitions of affordable housing  
 

Housing that is appropriate for the needs of a range of low and moderate-income households, and priced so that 
households are able to meet other essential basic living costs. 

Housing for rental or purchase that is priced so that low and moderate income households are able to meet other 
essential living costs. 

“Market affordable housing” refers to housing available in the private market, which is valued as less expensive 
than other market housing. “Affordable Rental Housing” refers to housing managed by a Community Housing 
Provider and is appropriate for low to moderate income households. 

Dwellings that households on moderate to low income can afford, while meeting other essential living costs.  

‘Affordable housing’ refers to housing outside the main housing market which is subsidised below the market rate 
and provided to specified eligible low and moderate income households whose needs are not met by the market.    

Housing accessibility to all income earners. 

Housing that meets the social, demographic, income and access needs of the various communities – we defer to 
the term affordable living.  

Property suited to private rental market opportunities. 

We have not settled on a definition of affordable housing, it is part of the policy work we need to undertake to 
meet our council plan objectives. 

For the Purpose of the City's Affordable Housing Policy – development of surplus Council owned land, the definition 
and criteria as specified by gazette notice pursuant to regulation 4 of the SA Housing Trust Regulations 2010 – 
determination of criteria for the purpose of the concept of affordable housing.  

We use the state government definition (via Renewal SA) – so house price less than $320k. 

… the Victorian Government's definition of affordable housing as housing that is appropriate for the needs of a 
very low to moderate income household, and priced (whether mortgage or rent) so these households are able to 
meet their other essential basic living costs.  

Households within this range include the lowest 40% income households. Affordable housing is measured by this 
cohort being able to spend less than 30% of their household income on mortgage or rent. 

Housing that allows those of lower income to live in appropriate housing for their needs. 

Dwellings appropriate to the needs of households with low to moderate incomes (up to 120% of gross annual 
median income). Price point set annually by State Government. 

Council does not have one. 

Housing that is appropriate and can be delivered within the socio economic means of the target group in the target 
community.   

Lower overall cost of construction in rural remote areas. 

Accommodation that reflects the level of comfort and amenity, but also the typically low average household 
income. 

Low Income or Social Housing. 

Affordable housing is not social housing, but housing affordable to low income earners and key workers.  

Housing that meets the needs and budgets of low to middle income earners.  

Housing for which the cost is within the budget of our community 
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Housing that is reasonably adequate in standard and location for households in lower or middle parts of the income 
scale and which does not cost so much that such a household is unlikely to be able to meet other basic living costs 
on a sustainable basis. It includes owner-occupied housing as well as rental housing owned by governments, non-
profit organisations, corporations or individuals. Generally, housing is considered to be affordable if the cost of 
purchase or rental does not exceed 30% of the gross household income, for households in the lower 40% of the 
income range. 

There are 2 spectrums of affordable housing. 1. Cost of purchase for low-income earners. 2. Availability of 
‘affordable’ rental properties for marginalised households. 

Council owns all of the housing on this community. Affordable housing to us reflects affordable rentals. 

Housing costs that don’t cause financial stress and people can cover these costs on average incomes. 

Affordable housing is housing aimed at low income households where the cost of the housing leaves the household 
with sufficient income to meet other basic living costs. 

In SA legislation provides a definition of affordable housing that relates to $ in specific areas.  

 
 

Further questions were asked of respondents on whether councils felt that there is a housing 
affordability deficit in their area, with most reporting that councils felt it was an issue to a degree or 
to a substantial extent (Figure 17). Only 30 per cent of survey participants reported it was a problem 
to a limited or very limited extent.  
 

Figure 17: In the view of the Council, to what extent is there a housing affordability problem in the 
area? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Very limited extent 14.44% 26 

Limited extent 16.11% 29 

Some extent 36.11% 65 

Substantial extent 22.22% 40 

Very substantial extent 11.11% 20 

TOTAL   180 
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However, the acknowledgement of the housing affordability problem has not translated into attention 
from Council (Figure 18). Some 22 per cent of participants noted that Council gave housing 
affordability very limited attention, while 27 per cent said Council afforded this issue very little 
attention. The gap between the perception of the problem and the focus of Council most likely reflects 
an expectation that such issues are seen to be the responsibility of the other tiers of government. It 
may also be a product of poor knowledge of the policy tools and drivers potentially available to local 
governments seeking to improve housing affordability.  

Figure 18: To what extent do elected members of Council give housing affordability attention? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Very limited extent 21.55% 39 

Limited extent 27.07% 49 

Some extent 36.46% 66 

Substantial extent 13.26% 24 

Very substantial extent 1.66% 3 

TOTAL   181 
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Noteworthy is that just under 88 per cent of survey participants reported that their Council did not 
have an explicit housing affordability target or goal. This, in turn, suggests that the issue is not 
sufficiently critical for most local governments for a target to be set. Alternatively, it may reflect the 
fact that state governments have imposed local targets on Councils, thus removing the need for 
municipalities to set their own goals.  

Figure 19: Is there an explicit housing affordability target or goal within Council? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  87.85% 159 

Yes 12.15% 22 

TOTAL   181 
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For most of the period since 1945, Australians have been able to take pride in the high quality of the 
housing they enjoy (Paris 1993), with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders the notable exception. 
Over the past 20 years there has been a growing recognition that other parts of the population are 
increasingly subject to overcrowding, especially those living in precarious arrangements in the private 
rental sector (Mallet et al 2015; Beer et al 2015; Morris et al 2017). Over-crowded housing is now a 
feature of two segments of the nation’s housing market: rural, remote and very remote 
accommodation occupied by Indigenous Australians, and low rent housing in the major urban centres. 
The rising number of international students has contributed to this problem, with some living in 
cramped conditions under very irregular arrangements (Ryan et al 2016).  
 
Figure 20 shows that overcrowding is not perceived to be a problem by the overwhelming majority of 
councils. Under two per cent of respondents reported that it was a very substantial problem, and less 
than five per cent of respondents considered it to be a substantial challenge. There was no 
acknowledgement that overcrowding was a problem in 80 per cent of survey returns.  

Figure 20: In the view of Council to what extent is overcrowding of homes an issue in your area? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Very limited extent 51.93% 94 

Limited extent 28.18% 51 

Some extent 13.26% 24 

Substantial extent 4.97% 9 

Very substantial extent 1.66% 3 

TOTAL   181 
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Where Council had a concern with overcrowding, it is clear that most local governments felt that it 
was a product of housing affordability difficulties (Figure 21). Some 15 per cent felt any overcrowding 
within their boundaries was an outcome of unaffordable housing.  

Figure 21: Is your Council concerned that households are overcrowded as a result of housing 
affordability problems? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  84.53% 153 

Yes 15.47% 28 

TOTAL   181 
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Local government respondents were asked to estimate the percentage of housing in their area that 
they would consider to be affordable (Figure 22). Surprisingly, some 23 per cent considered less than 
five per cent of the housing in their region to be affordable, and a further 20 per cent considered less 
than 10 per cent of the housing to be affordable. Just under half of all respondents considered that 
more than 20 per cent of their stock could be considered affordable. These data reinforce the extent 
and depth of the housing affordability crisis across Australia.  

Figure 22: In your estimation, what proportion of housing stock within your Council area could be 
considered affordable? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
5% or less 23.46% 42 

10% 20.11% 36 

15% 9.50% 17 

20% or more 46.93% 84 

TOTAL   179 

 
 
Despite the perceived extent of problems with housing affordability, relatively few local governments 
in our survey stated that finding ways to provide adequate affordable housing is a priority (Figure 22). 
Just under half reported that their Council addressed this issue to a limited or a very limited extent, 
while just under 20 per cent did so to a substantial degree or in a very substantial fashion.   
 
There would appear to be a mismatch between awareness of housing affordability as a pressing public 
issue and the commitment to address this problem. This suggests a lack of fiscal capacity and a 
perception that housing is a challenge that needs to be addressed by state governments.  
 
In addition, half of all respondents (Figure 23) reported that finding strategies to provide affordable 
housing within their LGA was not a priority for Council. On the other hand, 17 per cent reported that 
it was a substantial priority for their Council, and 3 per cent indicated that it was a very substantial 
priority.  
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Affordable housing initiatives 

Figure 23: To what extent is finding ways to provide adequate affordable housing in your LGA a 
priority for your Council? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Very limited extent 22.65% 41 

Limited extent 25.97% 47 

Some extent 31.49% 57 

Substantial extent 17.13% 31 

Very substantial extent 2.76% 5 

TOTAL   181 
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Somewhat surprisingly, 30 per cent of councils who responded to the survey owned housing that they 
made available to households on the basis of need/income. This may reflect an historical legacy, and 
in other instances it may be a product of a growing concern with housing affordability. Critically, the 
ownership of housing is an enduring – but relatively expensive – solution to addressing affordability 
or homelessness needs. A very small number of councils owned more than 20 homes. 

Figure 24: Does your Council own housing that it makes available to people based on need/income? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  70.72% 128 

Yes 29.28% 53 

TOTAL   181 

 
 
Table 1: If yes, could you tell us how many housing units your Council owns and makes available to 
people based on need/income? 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
2-5 10 

6-10 12 

11-20 9 

21-40 10 

41-100 9 
100+ 3 

 
 
Over the past two decades, there has been substantial growth in housing associations and similar 
affordable housing providers. This growth has been supported by the transfer of stock from the public 
sector; through the transfer of the management of stock and, through state government legislation 
creating a more favourable environment for these organisations. A significant number of local 
governments across Australia also support the work of services seeking to assist the homeless (Beer 
and Prance, 2013). It is to be expected, therefore, that a substantial proportion of LGAs would engage 
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with these agencies, though the data presented in Figure 25 suggests a higher level of support than 
might have been anticipated. Just under half of all respondents indicated that they provided support 
to these housing support bodies in some way or another.   

Figure 25: Does your local government support affordable housing providers – eg housing 
associations or homelessness services?  
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  54.14% 98 

Yes 45.86% 83 

TOTAL   181 
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The support for housing providers took a range of forms. Some 18 per cent of respondents noted that 
their Council provided rate relief – which could be voluntary or involuntary – seven per cent provided 
direct financial support; and 15 per cent provided land for housing associations and/or homelessness 
services (Figure 26). Fifty organisations provided other support including:  
 

• Advocacy;  
• Lobbying other tiers of government;  
• Favourable planning conditions or bonuses;  
• Community grants;  
• Subsidies for the purchase of land;  
• Mobilising volunteers for fund raising;  
• Assistance with the management of these organisations; 
• Networking on their behalf; and,  
• The introduction of planning provisions at the LGA level that encourage the inclusion of 

affordable housing in new developments.  

Figure 26: If yes, in what ways does your local government support affordable housing providers? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Provision of rate relief 18.07% 15 

Provision of financial support 7.23% 6 

Provision of land 14.46% 12 

Other (please specify) 60.24% 50 

TOTAL   83 
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As noted earlier, a relatively small proportion of local governments in Australia have an affordable 
housing target with only 17 per cent embedding such a goal in their development plan or planning 
scheme (Figure 27).  

Figure 27. Does your Council have an affordable housing target articulated in a “Development Plan” 
or “Planning Scheme/Strategy” for your local area? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  83.33% 150 

Yes 16.67% 30 

TOTAL   180 

 
Of those to include such goals, these were framed in the following ways, and it is notable that there 
is considerable diversity in how this issue is approached:  
 

• 3 per cent of new release area lots. 
• The Development Plan articulates a target of 15 per cent affordable housing in developments, 

stated in this way “Development should include a minimum 15 per cent of residential 
dwellings for affordable housing”. 

• State government target of 15% affordable housing for all new developments. 
• 10% of the housing stock in new development.  Year of achievement unknown but likely to be 

at the end stage of development (2036).  
• 2020 – Partnership with Housing authority. Development of the seniors Affordable Housing 

Project – 55 homes. 
• 15 per cent – no timeframe.  
• Our Planning Scheme includes a strategy that ‘for residential development of 10 or more 

dwellings’, encourage the provision of affordable dwellings. …..Planning Committee support 
the inclusion of 5 per cent of dwellings to be provided as affordable housing of which 15 
dwellings are to be made available to low income workers.   

• 15 per cent in Liberty residential development – 20 years. 
• 7.5 per cent of total supply by 2030 (alongside social housing to be 7.5 per cent of total supply) 
• Increase the diversity of affordable living options by 2041. 
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• In two development precincts, a target if 5 per cent has been specified (15 year horizon). 
• Affordable housing policy within our Development Plan rather than an overall target.  
• Our target is 4 per cent on sites identified for redevelopment. The more detailed planning 

document, the Development Control Plan sets out the detail of Council’s affordable housing 
policy and requirements.  

• 15 per cent No stated achievement date. 
• (nearly endorsed and to go into scheme as reference document) – 5 percent affordable rental 

to be delivered at significant redevelopments at or around a yield of 50 where land is to be 
rezoned 

• 15 per cent affordable housing in new development comprising 20 or more allotments. This is 
an ongoing target with no date to be achieved. This is in the Development Plan. 

• Any residential development should include a minimum of 15 percent of residential dwellings 
for affordable housing with affordable housing to be distributed throughout the Residential 
area to avoid over concentration of similar types of housing in a particular area. 

• That where 10 or more houses are constructed in a subdivision one of these should be 
affordable housing that is 10 per cent. The way this is achieved generally is in smaller sized 
land parcels or larger range of housing choices 

• Only as so far as State Legislation for 15 per cent of land division over 20 allotments 
• 15 per cent – is an ongoing assessment as many of our existing houses are under the 

affordable housing value  
• 5 per cent of total yield within a defined geographic area, to be achieved by 2031. This does 

not cover the entire LGA. 
• 10 per cent of funds generated through Planning Agreement negotiations is directed to 

Council's Affordable Housing Fund. 
 
Critically, in only one third of cases was the housing affordability target included in Development Plans 
or other strategic documents of Council because of a requirement by state governments (Figure 28).  

Figure 28: Also, if yes, was the affordable housing target imposed by the State government? 
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OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  67.74% 21 

Yes 32.26% 10 

TOTAL   31 

 
 
Those councils without an affordable housing strategy were asked to identify the factors hindering its 
development. The respondents were asked to award a priority or measure of the importance of a 
number of potential factors on a scale of one to nine, where one was the highest importance and nine 
reflected limited or no impact.   

Figure 29: Factors hindering an affordable housing strategy – Limited resources to implement an 
affordability strategy:  
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Limited resources to implement an affordable housing strategy was an important reason for its 
absence across the respondents.  

Figure 30: Factors hindering an affordable housing strategy – Limited resources to develop an 
affordability strategy: 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
1 18 
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4 14 
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9 1 

TOTAL 117 
 

1 is most significant, 9 is least significant 
 
The absence of resources to develop an affordable housing strategy was also a modestly important 
factor explaining why councils did not introduce an affordable housing strategy.  
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Figure 31: Factors hindering an affordable housing strategy – Limited statutory ability to affect 
change: 
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1 24 

2 15 

3 22 

4 11 

5 24 

6 12 

7 6 

8 3 
9 6 

TOTAL 123 
 

1 is most significant, 9 is least significant 
 
 
The perception that local government had a limited statutory capacity to affect change was a 
moderately important consideration in the decision to not develop an affordable housing strategy 
(Figure 31).  
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Figure 32: Factors hindering an affordable housing strategy – This is a responsibility for other tiers 
of government: 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
1 27 

2 26 

3 9 

4 22 

5 18 

6 18 

7 3 

8 3 
9 3 

TOTAL 129 
 

1 is most significant, 9 is least significant 
 
For a significant number of local governments, the perception that housing affordability is a 
responsibility of the other tiers of government was the most important factor in not developing an 
affordable housing strategy (Figure 32).  
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Figure 33: Factors hindering an affordable housing strategy – Other priorities: 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
1 24 

2 19 

3 23 

4 20 

5 23 

6 11 

7 2 

8 3 
9 3 

TOTAL 128 
 

1 is most significant, 9 is least significant 
 
Council holding other priorities was a strongly supported reason for councils not developing an 
affordable housing strategy (Figure 33).  
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Figure 34: Factors hindering an affordable housing strategy – Lack of expertise: 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
1 4 

2 4 

3 10 

4 16 

5 14 

6 25 

7 23 

8 11 
9 9 

TOTAL 116 
 

1 is most significant, 9 is least significant 
 
The absence of expertise in the area of affordable housing was not considered an important factor in 
understanding the absence of an affordable housing strategy (Figure 34). Relatively few respondents 
considered it an important issue.  
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Figure 35: Factors hindering an affordable housing strategy – Insufficient councillor support: 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
1 2 

2 7 

3 10 

4 7 

5 11 

6 15 

7 44 

8 17 
9 9 

TOTAL 122 
 

1 is most significant, 9 is least significant 
 
Figure 35 shows that a lack of councillor support to develop an affordable housing strategy was not 
considered important by the overwhelming majority of our respondents. And no respondents 
reported that opposition from professional staff impeded the establishment of such a strategy.  
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Similarly, a belief that housing affordability is not a pressing issue was not an impediment to the 
development of an affordable housing strategy in most cases (Figure 36). We would note that this 
result reinforces the outcomes discussed earlier in this report. However, we also note that for 31 
respondents this was important, perhaps reflecting the circumstances of their locality.  

Figure 36: Factors hindering an affordable housing strategy – The belief that it is not an issue: 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
1 31 

2 8 

3 5 

4 3 

5 8 

6 6 

7 11 

8 23 
9 38 

TOTAL 133 
 

1 is most significant, 9 is least significant 
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Our respondents were asked whether the enabling legislation for local government had a negative 
impact on their capacity to boost the supply of affordable housing. Almost 60 per cent felt that it did 
not, or did so to a very limited degree (Figure 37). Only five percent considered it raised very 
substantial barriers, and 13 per cent felt it was a substantial impediment. These data suggest a 
considerable scope to act.  

Figure 37: To what extent do you feel that local government planning legislation and policies 
negatively impact on the capacity of your Council to increase the supply of affordable housing in 
your local area? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Very limited extent 30.11% 53 

Limited extent 27.27% 48 

Some extent 25.00% 44 

Substantial extent 13.07% 23 

Very substantial extent 4.55% 8 

TOTAL   176 

 
 
Our respondents also provided free-text commentary on these issues. And these are set out below, 
and where necessary, they have been anonymised:  
 

• Lack of research to understand the effectiveness of current policy measures, including the 15 
per cent affordable housing policy. 

• Market conditions are the primary impact on the supply of affordable housing in the local 
area. Costs of construction also impact affordability. 
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• Legal issues with inclusionary zoning are a problem for Council. Not allowing transferable 
development rights as part of any uplift scheme is also a problem. These issues are State Gov 
issues. 

• Planning legislation is not effective at delivering affordable housing, as it cannot mandate 
smaller housing units, that housing be given to social housing co-ops. Other actions from 
council are needed such as use of council land for housing, joint projects with affordable 
housing providers. 

• Because this Council is involved in its own residential developments we are able to exert some 
control over the provision of affordable housing in those developments. However, one of the 
significant policy gaps that exist at state and federal level is funding and investment in 
affordable rental accommodation, which impacts greatly on our community. 

• However, whilst there are objectives in the Planning Scheme and in future policies there are 
no exact mechanisms which means it does not negatively impact to increase the supply of 
affordable housing. 

• There is no legislative ability for Council to enforce the provision of affordable housing. 
• Development control standards are designed for the city and not remote towns and 

communities. They place unnecessary restrictions on residential development and increase 
the cost of building houses. Costs of building are already extremely high due to isolation and 
consequent price of getting materials out here and labour costs (no building companies 
established here so need mobilisation). Policies around bushfire prone areas are restrictive 
and expensive to comply with. They are designed for the south, up here bushfires behave 
differently (low sparse shrub land) and there are no assessors based here. An assessor from 
our capital city working on a contract for Housing Department was recently in contact – that 
they would have to fly up here in and out of a remote community at an extremely high cost 
(due to road closures in wet season). The community is literally in the desert but assessed as 
bushfire prone so has to comply with requirements. What is rural in the south is not what we 
call rural and the policies are not relevant - pastoral stations up here are not the same as dairy 
farms down south, other than the fact there are cows they have little in common. Rules and 
guidance is generally directed to southern development and take little recognition of the huge 
differences in circumstances up here in the north which places unnecessary restrictions on 
development of all types. 

• There is a push by the state government for medium density housing without any 
requirements that a portion of this be affordable housing. The market therefore produces 
expensive medium density housing. Council has no authority to change this. 

• Council does not have a policy on infill development.  
• Main barrier is at state and federal levels, eg state govt needs to approve inclusionary zoning 

provisions in the LGA, and Council has been prevented by state govt from introducing a levy 
across the LGA – which has had an opportunity costs of thousands of affordable homes. 

• We have state policies that contribute to higher land and housing costs.  
• There is NO COHERENT STATE PLANNING APPROACH TO THE PROVISION OF AFFORDABLE 

HOUSING. Councils which have taken the initiative to include inclusionary zoning provisions 
for affordable housing are not getting gateway approvals. There is no consensus between the 
Greater City Commission and the Department of Planning on affordable housing targets or 
delivery strategies.  

• Housing affordability is not an issue in our region, however access to long term rental 
accommodation in our community for the labor force is a significant issue and impacts on the 
local economy and community. 

• Effective mechanisms are or have legislative origins which are either the making and domain 
of the State or State their oversight or control is so tight it hinders bespoke responses locally, 
in favour of maintaining what is perceived to be State-wide ‘consistency’; particular relating 
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to the public benefit dedication or contributions, and is made worse by either poor or total 
lack of workable governance surrounding planning agreements 

• for a wealthy area like us the impediment is more the cost of land and development so 
“affordable” is very relative 

• We are unable to use tools such as inclusionary zoning to boost supply of affordable housing, 
and little support from state government to change this. There is little scope within the 
standard local environmental plan to accommodate innovative affordable housing 
opportunities  

• Our LGA has some of the most affordable land on the outskirts of the Greater Hobart Region. 
Most State planning policy and legislation has been written to encourage greater densities 
and too some extent provide a range of housing options within the metropolitan areas. As a 
by-product of this smaller rural councils, like us, are then required to implement planning 
policy, legislation or planning directives to increase housing density in small towns where 
higher density/affordable housing is not a high priority or historically at odds with the 
development of these towns. 

• The effect of defining an urban growth boundary which excludes a large portion of the 
municipality puts a limit on the development of additional residential housing stock even 
though there is justification with respect to inefficiencies in providing infrastructure at the 
peri-urban locations. 

• Bound by SPP Framework. 
• In Western Australia there is no reference to affordable housing in the Planning and 

Development Act 2005, and therefore no legislative head of power to mandate affordable 
housing in the Local Planning Scheme. 

• Up until now there has been a lack of consensus on role of local government and State 
government in Victoria on effective affordable housing responses. 

• Legislation does not mandate the nature or type of supply of housing being provided. We plan 
to provide a variety of housing stock to seek to cater for all needs. 

• The current SEPP is ineffective. Council has previously used VPA’s but by definition these are 
not in a plan, attempts at incorporating into main LEP hampered by legislation as not utilising 
the SEPP model, particularly as Affordable Housing needs to be permanent not for a period of 
time. 

• The Tasmanian Planning Scheme has a significant bias towards single dwellings and strata villa 
units under the state housing provisions has demonstrated limited delivery of other housing 
options. 

• Regulation increases costs to some degree, but most relates to controlling externalities or 
impacts on others and improves long term affordability e.g. energy efficiency. 

• Supply is not the issue, design controls are the issue. 
• Council has zoned substantial tracks of land for greenfield residential purposes (sufficient for 

20-30 years at current rates of development). Whilst supply constraints remain, these are 
primarily as a consequence of development interests land release activities, private finance 
issues and difficulties in obtaining development consent (often as a consequence of 
developers’ ambit claims that seek to maximize development yield at the expense of providing 
adequate and appropriate public infrastructure that does not burden the community with 
long term maintenance obligations). 

• Our shire definitely does not have a housing affordability issue. We have an oversupply and 
people should move here to access out very cheap housing. You can buy a 3 bedroom house 
at the beach for $200,000 and in Town for $100,000. Rents are also cheap. 

• There is no effective mechanism for the management of affordable housing eg like in the UK. 
Councils can require it, but then the management of it on an ongoing basis is completely 
random. 
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• Council is working with the Department of Planning and Environment to be included in SEPP 
70. This outcome is necessary to affect real change in the provision of affordable housing. 

• Local government can influence zoning and planning policies (but require Minister approval) 
however, we cannot influence other factors such as stamp duty, Rent Assistance payments 
etc. Our city has large amounts of greenfield land that has been rezoned for residential 
development, which requires 15 per cent affordable housing (note that a great deal of housing 
in our city is affordable, yet we still have high levels of households experiencing housing stress. 

• The area is a small regional community. It has been a state government decision to withdraw 
community housing (SA Housing) from the area. Also there are no government support 
agencies within the district. Without these there is a significant push from the state 
government that should someone in our community require housing support that they are 
relocated to another area which offers other government agency support centers and 
housing.  

• We are a high bushfire prone area located within the main water catchment area for 
metropolitan Adelaide and hence development potential is very limited for residential 
development. We are limited to infill housing within existing towns and urban areas and no 
new subdivisions in rural areas is permitted  

• Change needs to be led by the State government, for the whole State. This is not a localised 
issue. Developers looking to provide affordable housing as part of development proposals 
need to meet targets and provision determined at the State level, within defined subregions. 

• Only impacts to the extent that approvals take some time and that results in increased costs.  
However a stronger position from the state that overrides planning legislation and focuses on 
impacting the market through incentives for the private sector is what is required. 

• This is not perceived as an issue for this Council area. 
• A state wide affordable housing housing target takes away the competitive issues across 

council borders. 
• We are going through a major housing crunch caused by the boom in prices in Sydney. While 

prices are lower incomes are also lower. A particular local government area if it becomes of 
interest to a substantial part of the Sydney market will find it difficult in the short term to 
boost supply enough to suppress rising prices.  

• This is less of a regional issue. Our main town has expensive housing for a regional town 
however other towns in the Council area are quite affordable so our policies haven't really 
been developed with affordable housing in mind. The Council does restrict development 
somewhat by maintaining tight controls on subdivisions in primary production areas however 
there is ample affordable housing throughout so I can't see this being a huge impact. 

• Of course Local Government doesn't have planning legislation. Local Government has an ever 
decreasing role in planning policy and direction. With the new PDI Act, Design code and 
planning commission Local Government is in many ways being removed from planning. There 
will be a role for LG in regional strategic planning and as such planning for affordable options 
are possible if one accepts housing diversity plays a role. Infrastructure for housing supply is 
often met by developers and not LG. Value capture is more fiction than fact for LG where 
increase densities require more laneways, upgraded stormwater, better public realm and as 
such additional costs for LG when assets are vested.  

• The survey seems wholly focused on govt interventions rather than considering market forces 
/private sector (developers and the like) also as a factor. 

• A house is a very complex event these days and statutory compliances push prices up. 
• Don’t believe this to be an issue although probably untested. 
• LGs can best help by allowing the market to build more small homes in/around activity 

centres, transport hubs and corridors.  
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• The issue for us is the availability of housing affordable or otherwise. Every house in town is 
occupied and with expanding industries there is nowhere to accommodate staff filling new 
positions. 

• Access to SEPP 70 is critical to certainty in the supply of affordable housing. 
• The need for the legislation to set mandatory targets and mechanism to deliver the AH. The 

current approach to negotiate housing via the VPA framework is difficult for Councils and is 
not achieving the housing numbers required. Inclusionary provision for housing at PP should 
be mandated and requiring the provision of AH stock in developments over a certain size at 
the DA stage should be explored( with incentives) – eg 5 per cent of dwellings allocated to AH 
in developments with more than 25 dwelling  with the dwellings allocated as AH are not 
counted as floor space  

• Supply of affordable housing should be mandated as a percentage of all future residential flat 
building development. There are numerous ways in which the legislation can be amended to 
prioritise affordable rental housing including the permissibility of “manor homes” say up to 4 
units in low density residential zones where such development is prohibited.  
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Homelessness 
 
Homelessness remains a large and growing problem across Australia, with the 2016 Census confirming 
further growth in the size of the homeless population. Previous work by Beer and Prance (2013) found 
that many local governments addressed homelessness, and did so in a variety of ways, including 
financial support for services, working in partnership, acting as a point of referral for homeless people, 
and the development of ‘upstream’ community-based interventions.  
 
The respondents to our survey were asked to report the awareness of homelessness as an issue in 
their area (Figure 38). The data show that homelessness is a major challenge for about 10 per cent of 
local governments, and these Councils often face acute difficulties. In many instances – such as in the 
case of the City of Sydney – they have responded through the development of supportive, evidence-
based policies. Other areas, however, have been less accepting of the homeless.  

Figure 38: To what extent is homelessness a problem in your Council area? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Very limited extent 29.94% 53 

Limited extent 26.55% 47 

Some extent 27.12% 48 

Substantial extent 8.47% 15 

Very substantial extent 2.26% 4 

Do not know 5.65% 10 

TOTAL   177 
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As Figure 39 shows, persons sleeping rough, followed by those living in their cars were the greatest 
concerns for local governments who participated in the survey. Couch surfing and living in caravan 
parks on a permanent basis were also common issues for local governments, while persons living in 
transitional camps and in boarding houses were of lesser concern.  

Figure 39: Is your Council concerned about the following forms of homelessness in your local area: 
[tick all that apply] 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Sleep in cars 69 

Are in transitional camps 26 

Are in boarding houses 25 

Live in tourist caravan parks/mobile parks 47 

Are rough sleepers (sleeping outdoors) 85 

Are couch surfers 67 

No, not aware of such people 44 

 
The respondents also gave voice to the specifics of their concerns, namely:  
 

• We do not have figures to tell us the rate of homelessness in our area. 
• Unfortunately in our township and region, Aboriginal peoples make up a larger proportion of 

those who are homeless. 
• We are aware of some instances over time – not consistent and not common. Seasonal 

Backpacker Labor workforce are a significant housing concern – individuals select to camp 
rough and in cars etc. 

Sleep in cars Are in transitional camps

Are in boarding houses Live in tourist caravan parks/mobile parks

Are rough sleepers (sleeping outdoors) Are couch surfers

No, not aware of such people
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• Very occasionally – Council is concerned that those coming to the region cannot afford to build 
a home on current design, pricing, regulatory and added costs. 

• Homelessness is an issue in the edges of the National Parks. 
• Freedom campers. 
• People residing in non-compliant housing (sheds). 
• Very few homeless in our area, but we have had a few examples and assisted with direct 

services and referrals. 
• Housed in illegal dwellings on rural properties – this is seemingly substantial and on the rise. 
• Homelessness in general is acknowledged as an issue. 
• Overcrowding in State Housing. 
• Occasionally we experience people staying in camper vans or caravans for extended periods 

of time at our small town stop over areas or camping grounds. Such persons may not have a 
fixed address. Such people are normally travelling or between houses and jobs etc. Usually 
single males. 

• Currently working with homelessness alliance to identify concern and need in community, 
with data collection.  

• Being forced to move out of LGA due to lack of affordable housing options and lack of 
emergency accommodation (motels). 

• Overcrowding. 
• Low numbers each year not a real issue. 
• Council does not acknowledge this issue as an elected body but there is significant evidence 

of an escalating issue of homelessness. This is noted in Housing Strategy. 
• Council is particularly concerned anywhere that homelessness is a consequence of a lack of 

access to affordable housing. 
• Boarding houses in our area are constantly reducing in number due to highly profitable 

development pressure.  
• Anecdotally we know that many young people are couch surfing. We also know that family 

violence is an issue in the area, which is a large contributor to homelessness. However, we do 
not have statistics. 

• Homelessness amongst youth. 
• 2 - 3 years ago there was two people who were homeless. The council did become involved 

and try find housing for them. At this time Council found out that SA Housing was replacing 
housing stock within the district and the only housing offered to these people was 8 hrs away 
in Adelaide.  

• Squatting in derelict houses, and overcrowding of existing houses. 
• Transient, overcrowded living situations. 
• No specific concern.  
• Council does not appear to be overly concerned. 
• Not a prominent problem that am aware of. 
• Not a significant issue in our town. 
• Overcrowded. 
• Seasonal workers. 
• Transient ‘back packers’ who cannot get temporary low cost accommodation. 
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Only 10 per cent of councils said that homelessness had risen substantially or very substantially over 
the last five years. This outcome is consistent with the national data, which suggests a slow upward 
trend in the number of homeless, with this shift largely imperceptible to many in the community.  

Figure 40: Is it your perception that homelessness in your Council area has increased over the last 5 
years 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
A very limited extent 20.67% 37 

A limited extent 15.08% 27 

Some extent 21.79% 39 

A substantial extent 7.82% 14 

A very substantial extent 1.68% 3 

Do not know 32.96% 59 

TOTAL   179 
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In keeping with the earlier study (Beer and Prance 2013), very few respondents reported that their 
local government – 12 per cent – had a formal homelessness strategy (Figure 41), but many more 
councils (28 per cent of those without a formal policies) have informal policies and practices that 
achieve the same effect (Figure 42). And in most instances (Figure 43), this was a stand-alone policy 
that was not integrated with other documentation or strategy. To a degree, we can surmise that 
homelessness is treated as an exception – its special circumstances and needs requiring a specific 
approach at the council level.  

Figure 41: Does your Council have a formal homelessness policy or set of strategies? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  88.27% 158 

Yes 11.73% 21 

TOTAL   179 

 

Figure 42: If no, does your Council have an informal policy or practices to support homeless people? 
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OPTIONS RESPONSES 

No  71.70% 114 

Yes 28.30% 45 

TOTAL   159 

 

Figure 43: If yes, is this a standalone policy or does it sit within the broader plans/strategies? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  25.00% 5 

Yes 75.00% 15 

TOTAL   20 
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Sustainability, the environment, urban regeneration 
 
Over recent decades, issues of environmental sustainability, climate change and the reduction of 
waste have become central to the planning regimes of state and local governments (Forster 2003). A 
few local governments have argued that the additional requirements placed on housing and urban 
development have added to housing costs thereby reducing affordability.   
 
Our respondents were asked if they had considered whether environmental requirements adversely 
affected the supply of affordable housing in their area (Figure 44). Almost 70 per cent reported that it 
had an impact to a very minor extent, or a minor extent, and just over five per cent indicated it had 
an appreciable impact.  

Figure 44: Environmentally sustainable housing and planning policies or plans affect the supply of 
affordable housing in your area to 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
A very limited extent 45.51% 81 

A limited extent 26.97% 48 

Some extent 21.91% 39 

A substantial extent 5.06% 9 

A very substantial extent 0.56% 1 

TOTAL   178 

 
 
A number of our respondents added their own views on this question, noting that:  
 

• The degree to which environmentally sustainable housing is encouraged by planning policies 
or plans can influence the extent to which ongoing costs of living and are reduced for 
occupants including the extent to which healthy living outcomes are achievable for occupants. 
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• While Council currently does not have an environmentally sustainable housing policy there is 
potential to include residential development ESD considerations into the draft Frankston 
Housing Strategy. Additionally Council notes the development focussed ESD guidelines which 
were developed in 2010 as part of the Victorian Government’s Transit Cities project. 

• No more specific or stringent requirements than normal legislative requirements. Would like 
to improve design quality requirements and existing tree retention options. 

• Currently undertaking a study into ESD housing in rural areas. 
• Any additional costs reduces the Council's ability to afford construction. 
• Provision of sustainable infrastructure adds to the bottom line cost of provisioning of housing 

supply. 
• Environmental sustainability in our view does not affect housing supply but the amount and 

cost of land suitably zoned for new housing does. 
• These are incorporated into our Development Plan and the State legislation. 
• Affordable housing is more than the initial purchase price – it needs to be affordable to live in 

and located in proximity to transport, jobs and services. Environmental policies (such as BASIX) 
apply across the state. 

• Per previous response.  Much of the State policy and planning directives and the like that are 
implemented through the Planning Scheme are typically intended for the more metropolitan 
areas. As a consequence we have large tracts of residential land that can be utilised for 
affordable housing. The land may be affordable but does not have the same social 
infrastructure, public transport and other support services that are more desirable and 
suitable for low income earners (and found in the greater Hobart area and the like). 

• The Southern Tasmania Regional Land Use Strategy defines an urban growth boundary which 
limits residential development outside this area which will affect residential growth.  

• Don’t know. Housing is relatively affordable. 1200 households under stress and about 7,500 
households in total. Development contributions for infrastructure, energy efficiency policies 
under BCA bring costs but relative to much of Melbourne housing product is mostly 
affordable. 

• Some work done around new subdivisions and environmental sustainable housing however 
the focus here is more on affordability than the provision of affordable housing. Future 
proofing provides and Architectural services to new home builders. 

• The main factor is remoteness and that private supply of housing is not provided at affordable 
levels. 

• Limited legislation (building code) and as such better directed to building industry, I’m not 
aware of how much in % terms compliance adds to the bottom line. 

• Efficient housing is much cheaper to run and hence is a significant factor in sustainable 
affordability rather than just cheap to buy. 

• Quite greatly. Now requirements for bush fire planning limits where houses can go. 
• Untested. 
• Alignment to State strategies. 
• In one popular area we have a requirement that new apartment buildings meet a minimum 

of 4 Green Stars. In this area only premium apartments are feasible. 
• The new Bushfire assessment policy has added about $100,000 to the cost of building a home 

in a bushfire prone area. 
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The respondents were more certain that issues such as land costs, higher construction costs, and the 
fragmentation of land holdings had an impact on the supply of affordable housing in their council area 
(Figure 45). Approximately 20 per cent said it was a problem to a very substantial extent or to a 
substantial extent, and 23 per cent considered it to be a problem to some extent.   
 
Urban regeneration, of course, does not apply to all parts of Australia, and these data suggest that the 
special challenges of urban renewal are a major impediment to affordable housing supply in the 
relevant regions.  

Figure 45: The barriers associated with urban regeneration or infill – cost, construction, fragmented 
land holdings – affect the supply of affordable housing in your area to 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
A very limited extent 42.94% 76 

A limited extent 12.99% 23 

Some extent 23.16% 41 

A substantial extent 14.12% 25 

A very substantial extent 6.78% 12 

TOTAL   177 
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Council concerns 
 
The councils were asked to respond to a series of questions on large-scale issues that may attract the 
attention of Council. These questions were asked in order to gauge the broader philosophical and 
policy environment shaping the engagement of councils with housing and urban development issues.   
 
A range of responses were elicited when our informants were asked whether councils were concerned 
about the impact of urban sprawl (Figure 46). Most councils reported that it was not an issue.  

Figure 46: How concerned is your Council about the impact of: Urban sprawl 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Extremely concerned 8 

Very concerned 21 

Moderately concerned 26 

Slightly concerned 36 

Not at all concerned 31 

Not relevant 55 

TOTAL 177 
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Figure 47: How concerned is your Council about the impact of: High density living 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Extremely concerned 12 

Very concerned 24 

Moderately concerned 29 

Slightly concerned 27 

Not at all concerned 34 

Not relevant 51 

TOTAL 177 
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In addition, most local governments were not concerned about the potential impact of higher density 
living (Figure 48). Interestingly, about 20 per cent of respondents did say that they were extremely or 
very concerned about high density living. If the focus was solely on metropolitan councils, the figure 
would probably be much higher. 

Figure 48: How concerned is your Council about the impact of: Cost of infrastructure associated with 
residential development 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Extremely concerned 29 

Very concerned 52 

Moderately concerned 56 

Slightly concerned 29 

Not at all concerned 5 

Not relevant 7 

TOTAL 178 
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There was a high level of concern about the impact of infrastructure pricing, and this reflects the 
potential impact of such charges on overall affordability (Figure 48). Relatively few councils were 
worried about the impact of stock transfers from the public housing sector to the not-for-profit sector 
(Figure 49). This outcome reflects both differences between jurisdictions, and the relatively small 
number of local governments affected directly.  

Figure 49: How concerned is your Council about the impact of: The transfer of stock from 
government to non-government providers 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Extremely concerned 11 

Very concerned 18 

Moderately concerned 32 

Slightly concerned 35 

Not at all concerned 46 

Not relevant 36 

TOTAL 178 
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About one in three respondents expressed concern about the physical quality of the housing stock in 
their LGA (Figure 50). This was most apparent in the Northern Territory where close to two-thirds of 
respondents were concerned.  

Figure 50: How concerned is your Council about the impact of: The physical quality of the housing 
stock 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Extremely concerned 11 

Very concerned 42 

Moderately concerned 45 

Slightly concerned 44 

Not at all concerned 28 

Not relevant 7 

TOTAL 177 
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Few respondents to the survey indicated their council was concerned about the incidence of 
permanently unoccupied homes in their area (Figure 51). With a substantial number responding that 
it was a phenomenon that is not relevant to their local government.   

Figure 51: How concerned is your Council about the impact of: The incidence of permanently 
unoccupied homes 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Extremely concerned 6 

Very concerned 12 

Moderately concerned 35 

Slightly concerned 42 

Not at all concerned 60 

Not relevant 19 

TOTAL 174 
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Similarly, very few participants in the survey reported their council was concerned about the impact 
of seasonally unoccupied homes (Figure 52). While there has been an emerging national and 
international discussion on second homes and their impacts (Paris 2011, 2018; Paris and Thredgold 
2014), such issues do not appear to challenge councils. It may be that many of the negative impacts 
attributed to second homes – escalating house prices, local residents priced out of the housing market, 
seasonality in the demand for goods and services – are fundamentally community impacts, rather than 
governmental impacts.  

Figure 52: How concerned is your Council about the impact of: The incidence of seasonally 
unoccupied homes 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Extremely concerned 5 

Very concerned 9 

Moderately concerned 27 

Slightly concerned 31 

Not at all concerned 71 

Not relevant 33 

TOTAL 176 
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A small minority of councils reported their concern about the inability of seasonal workers to find 
housing (Figure 53) but most were unconcerned. We anticipate later analysis associated with this 
project will find that this issue is mainly evident in non-metropolitan regions, especially those with 
strong tourism, agricultural, fishing and related industries.  

Figure 53: How concerned is your Council about the impact of: The inability of seasonal workers to 
find housing 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Extremely concerned 9 

Very concerned 14 

Moderately concerned 27 

Slightly concerned 36 

Not at all concerned 51 

Not relevant 39 

TOTAL 176 
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Just over one third of our local government respondents were extremely or very concerned about the 
lack of leadership being demonstrated by the Australian Government with respect to housing 
affordability (Figure 54). A slightly higher number were not concerned at all, or concerned slightly, but 
overall the data suggests local governments look to the federal government as one source of 
leadership for housing issues.  

Figure 54: How concerned is your Council about the impact of: Lack of Federal leadership on housing 
issues?  
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Extremely concerned 22 

Very concerned 40 

Moderately concerned 30 

Slightly concerned 41 

Not at all concerned 27 

Not relevant 15 

TOTAL 175 
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Perhaps surprisingly, few respondents reported that their council was concerned about the impacts 
of immigration (Figure 55). A very high percentage reported that they were not at all concerned, and 
this response, alongside ‘not relevant’ comprised three quarters of all answers. Local governments 
can be affected by immigration, as incoming populations add to the demand for services, but clearly 
this is not front of mind for almost all councils.  

Figure 55: How concerned is your Council about the impact of: Immigration 
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Extremely concerned 2 

Very concerned 4 

Moderately concerned 13 

Slightly concerned 30 

Not at all concerned 86 

Not relevant 40 

TOTAL 175 
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Key worker housing is an issue that has emerged in the larger urban centres, such as Melbourne, 
Brisbane and Sydney (Saberi 2017; Gurran et al 2018; Morris 2018c) (Figure 56). Approximately half of 
all the councils expressed some concern about key worker housing – ranging from extremely 
concerned to moderately concerned. The issue of key worker housing may be the basis for direct 
interventions in the housing market by some local governments.  

Figure 56: How concerned is your Council about the impact of: The ability of key workers to live in 
your local government area due to the high cost of housing 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Extremely concerned 16 

Very concerned 27 

Moderately concerned 37 

Slightly concerned 31 

Not at all concerned 47 

Not relevant 18 

TOTAL 176 

 

Figures 57a-e: To what extent does your Council see issues emerging in the provision of housing for 
special needs groups in your area? 
 
Figures 57a-e present data on council issues with the housing needs of a number of special needs 
groups. Clearly any discussion of housing for these groups needs to acknowledge the diversity in their 
housing capacities (Beer and Faulkner 2011), their position in the labour market, their asset base, and 
other social and cultural assets.  
 
Overall, local governments were moderately concerned about the housing issues associated with their 
ageing populations. They also acknowledged that the provision of housing for persons with a physical 
disability raised a number of issues for them, but the responses suggested that housing for this 
grouping is not a priority for most local governments. A similar assessment can be made in regards to 
how local governments perceived the housing needs of persons with an intellectual disability or 
mental illness.  
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The housing needs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people were not a major challenge for most 
respondents, but we need to acknowledge the geographic concentration of this population, and 
thereby the relevance of this question for only a sub-set of the respondents. 
 
Finally, the data suggest that the housing needs of migrants and refugees get little attention amongst 
Australia’s local governments.  

Figure 57a: Older Australians 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Very limited extent 10 

Limited extent 16 

Some extent 61 

Substantial extent 63 

Very substantial extent 28 

TOTAL 178 
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Figure 57b: Persons with a physical disability 

 
 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Very limited extent 9 

Limited extent 39 

Some extent 83 

Substantial extent 39 

Very substantial extent 8 

TOTAL 178 

 

Figure 57c: Persons with an intellectual or mental health disability 
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Very limited extent 12 

Limited extent 44 

Some extent 78 

Substantial extent 34 

Very substantial extent 10 
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Figure 57d: Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Very limited extent 32 

Limited extent 47 

Some extent 68 

Substantial extent 19 

Very substantial extent 12 

TOTAL 178 

 

Figure 57e: Migrants and/or refugees 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Very limited extent 41 

Limited extent 58 

Some extent 65 

Substantial extent 12 

Very substantial extent 2 
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Two recent planning problems in suburban Adelaide. 
 
 
 

Relationships with other levels of government 
 
Historically, all three tiers of government in Australia have played important roles in the evolution of 
the nation’s housing system (Paris 1993). The Federal government has exerted a direct influence 
through first home ownership grants, financial support for public housing, the payment of 
Commonwealth Rental Assistance (CRA) and associated programs. Its indirect influence has been even 
greater – shaping the cost and availability of money, establishing a regulatory framework for the 
finance sector and providing a policy setting for monetary policy. State governments have been 
directly involved via the shaping of planning and development frameworks, infrastructure provision, 
the delivery of social housing, the regulation of the building industries and local programs to boost 
supply in areas of acute need. In many respects the most important role for local governments within 
Australia’s housing system has been in the construction and implementation of local land use planning 
and development controls. In the past, some local governments have been involved in the direct 
supply of housing, and the data presented in this report suggests this role has continued and may even 
have grown.  
 
The respondents were asked who would be considered by their Council to be primarily responsible for 
problems associated with housing in Australia. And as Figure 58 shows, fully half of the respondents 
indicated that responsibility fell across the three tiers of government. The second most common 
response was ‘state government’, while only one respondent indicated it was primarily the role of 
local government to address these issues. Some 11 per cent of respondents felt this responsibility 
rested with the Federal government and a small number indicated that the broader community or 
non-government organisations were the primary authority.  
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Figure 58: Who would your Council say is primarily responsible for addressing the problems 
associated with housing in Australia? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
The Federal Government 10.67% 19 

The State Government 36.52% 65 

Local councils 0.56% 1 

A combination of all levels of govt 49.44% 88 

Non-government organisations 1.69% 3 

The broader community 1.12% 2 

TOTAL   178 
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Respondents were also asked questions on the drivers of their housing policies (Figure 59). One 
quarter indicated that these policies were driven by state government, 22 per cent responded that it 
came out of the council itself, and a third that policy was derived from a combination of sources. 
Critically, the Federal government was not a source of policy innovation amongst councils to any 
significant extent.  

Figure 59: The development and implementation of affordable housing policies in your Council is 
driven by: 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Council 22.60% 40 

State Government 26.55% 47 

Federal Government 1.13% 2 

Other groups 2.26% 4 

A combination of the above 35.03% 62 

None of the above 12.43% 22 

TOTAL   177 
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When asked ‘what are the barriers to delivering affordable housing outcomes?’, the respondents to 
the survey clearly indicated that the most substantial impediment – by a considerable margin – was 
the absence of resources. This was then followed by the lack of political support and commitment and 
the absence of assistance by the Federal government. Statutory constraints on local government 
action was also a major barrier to the delivery of more affordable housing.  

Figure 60: What are the barriers to delivering affordable housing outcomes for your local 
government 
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No challenges/barriers/issues 21 

Lack of information 24 

Lack of political support and commitment 64 

Limited resources 118 

Limited appreciation of issues amongst councillors 32 

Limited support from State government 92 

Limited support from Federal government 64 
No support from State government 32 
No support from Federal government 32 
Opposition from other tiers of government 5 
Ability to affect changes (statutory constraints) 59 
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Some of the comments provided by the respondents to this question are set out below:  
 

• There is a lack of research for us to accurately communicate the barriers to delivering 
affordable housing outcomes for our local government area. 

• Lack of clarity on the extent of issue within our region. 
• High value, low turnover of property, already relatively dense, fear of reducing property 

values. 
• Suitable land. Population base. Attractiveness to private developers. 
• Cost of constructing new houses. 
• Council believes it is being addressed by other organisations. We are looking at opportunities 

through NDIS to work with developers in future housing developments. 
• Increasing impact of rate exemptions (for NFPs, housing providers etc) on service delivery by 

the Council and transfer of costs to ratepayers (increasing their costs for service delivery). 
• Not trying. Developer wants maximum return for his land. 
• Impact of statutory housing agencies on local planning schemes. They have schemes that 

supersede local themes 
• Nowhere in this questionnaire are the economics of new supply mentioned? This factor alone 

means that new affordable housing cannot be delivered in our LGA by the private sector 
without government intervention. It is extremely challenging to increase the supply of 
affordable housing on the most expensive real estate in the country.  

• Development Industry and community support for infill to ensure that it is done well. 
• High land values = cost prohibitive. 
• Not a core local government role. 
• Market influences have the largest impact on housing affordability and the ability to address 

affordability of rental and market housing. A statewide or Sydney wide target set by the State 
Government would be of assistance. Ratification of the Northern District Place with specific 
targets are needed.  

• Council does what it can in terms of ensuring sufficient housing development opportunities 
exist (infill and greenfield development) through the local planning policy. Council is resistant 
to cost shifting from higher levels of government that are failing to address the issue. 

• There is a very occupancy rate of houses in our shire and they are very cheap. 
• Most of the median housing prices for suburbs fall below the ‘affordable housing’ measure 

(as per the SA Government Gazette). Despite this, we still have high levels of housing stress, 
given the high level of disadvantage experienced within our community. The State 
Government are leading a big renewal and greenfields residential development project and 
we have a lot of other greenfields land zoned for new residential development. As previously 
mentioned, new housing developments of 20 or more allotments are required to provide 15% 
affordable housing (but much of our new housing will be affordable anyway). Renewal of older 
areas, including housing trust stock, would be welcome.  Whilst renewal of public housing has 
occurred to some extent, the State Government is focusing on renewing housing trust homes 
within 10kms of the CBD.  The land values are too low for private developers to be interested. 
CHPs already receive a 75 per cent rate rebate under the SA LG Act. 

• Lack of interest from conventional developers. 
• With the impeding threat of rate capping Council is in no position to add further cost by 

providing affordable housing.  
• Cost of construction, severe shortage of housing stock, and inability to secure mortgages are 

major issues.  
• Banks unwilling to support loan applications. 
• This support needs to be in the form of infrastructure which possibly the new enabling 

program form the State Government may help address.  
• Lack of a visible need. 
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• The cost of housing is a market issue and the lack of housing is a private developer issues. 
There is a significant lack of infrastructure to support new housing which is a cost either bourn 
by Council or the developer. If there was funding for infrastructure then this may free up land 
for additional housing however if there are no developers then no housing will be built.  

• Most development is undertaken by private sector, if they feel they can make more form non 
affordable housing that is what they will build, this is why the HAFF program has been an 
important assistance program. 

• At present the barriers are the lack of initiative to commence the discussion. Hopefully 
reflected in the three boxes ticked. 

• Governments need to get out of the market’s way and stop regulating everything. 
• Costs. Small council = small budget. 
• Housing Affordability is a function of monetary policy as much as it is of supply driven 

economics. It requires a co-ordinated response from all tiers of government. Local 
government should be provided with a variety of options from which to choose policy options 
which are effective in their LGA rather than a fixed approach. 
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Participants in the survey were also asked to comment on how daunting the challenges confronting 
local governments in Australia are in seeking to address housing affordability. As shown in Figure 61, 
a commonly held view was that the challenges were substantial, with only eight per cent indicating 
there were no hurdles to achieving this goal.  

Figure 61: How extreme are the challenges, barriers or issues for addressing affordable housing by 
local governments? 

 
 

 
OPTIONS RESPONSES 

No challenges/ barriers/issues 7.91% 14 

Limited challenges/barriers/issues 9.60% 17 

Some challenges/barriers/issues 28.25% 50 

Substantial challenges/barriers/issues 39.55% 70 

Very substantial challenges/barriers/issues 14.69% 26 

TOTAL   177 
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Respondents were generally aware of other councils demonstrating good practice in the provision of 
affordable housing (Figure 62). When asked, they were also able to name them, with some of the 
listed exemplars being:  
 

• The City of Hobsons Bay;  
• The City of Adelaide;  
• The City of Sydney;  
• The City of Port Phillip;  
• The City of Moreland;  
• The City of Whittlesea;  
• The City of Warrnambool;  
• Knox City;  
• The City of Moonee Valley;  
• The City of Yarra;  
• The City of Manningham; 
• The City of Parramatta;  
• Prospect City Council;  
• The City of Waverly;  
• The City of North Sydney.  

Figure 62: Do you know of any councils demonstrating “good practice” in regards to the provision 
of affordable housing in their local area? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  73.30% 129 

Yes 26.70% 47 

TOTAL   176 
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Unsurprisingly, 70 per cent of respondents believed local governments were unfairly blamed for 
housing affordability problems by the other tiers of government (Figure 63). Just over one third 
reported that they work with state governments to deliver affordable housing (Figure 64).  

Figure 63: Do you feel local governments are often unfairly blamed by other tiers of government for 
housing affordability problems? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  29.71% 52 

Yes 70.29% 123 

TOTAL   175 

 

Figure 64: Does your Council work in conjunction with State housing providers to provide affordable 
housing options? 
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OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  64.20% 113 

Yes 35.80% 63 

TOTAL   176 
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Relationships with non-government and for-profit partners 
 
As discussed earlier, over the past two decades not-for-profit organisations (community housing 
providers) have become an important source of social housing in Australia. Almost 30 per cent of the 
respondents to our survey reported that they work in partnership with a not-for-profit housing 
provider (Figure 65).  

Figure 65: Does your Council partner with not-for-profit agencies to ensure a supply of affordable 
housing in your Council area? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  71.75% 127 

Yes 28.25% 50 

TOTAL   177 

 
 

Some of the free text quotes provided by respondents on this issue are listed below. They provide 
testimony on the diversity of approaches being applied across Australia and how much practices are 
changing:  
 

• In the past Council has supported housing associations to deliver affordable housing outcomes 
primarily through the provision of land. 

• Council has worked with community organisations such as Habitat for Humanity, who use a 
sweat equity model to assist people into home ownership. 

• We do consult with and share information with such providers. 
• Council works with not-for-profit agencies to ensure a supply of affordable housing on a 

project by project basis. Council is currently working in partnership with Salvocare Eastern on 
the Community Roof Project, with a focus on supporting chronically homeless men into 
permanent accommodation. 

• Policy to support key stages of community Housing projects in Manjimup, Pemberton, 
Northcliffe and Walpole. Transfer of Council owned Housing stock to public provider. Previous 
provision of crisis housing until transition to another appropriate NFP 
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• We partner with Community Action Inc. in their management of council owned properties. 
• Work alongside NFP in area such as Tablelands Community Housing to deliver best outcomes. 
• Council sponsored Tier 1 housing (NFP) provider to establish in the region by transferring 

assets to them for management. 
• To a limited extent by supporting the local aged care provider who has 70 independent living 

units.  
• There are no not-for-profit housing agencies operating within our area. 
• One affordable housing development in our area partnered with Council and Federal 

Government funding.  
• We previously have but sold them as excess housing stock, they weren’t really doing what 

they were designed for. 
• Our Housing Services works closely with Salvation Army on provision of affordable housing 
• Link Housing manage our properties. 
• We are not a developer or service provider of housing stocks.  
• Via Centacare Evolve who now manage the public housing stock in our Municipality. 
• Illawarra Community Housing Trust. 
• Central Highlands (Qld) Housing Company Limited – NFP company set up by Council 
• Again, we are keen to work with anyone, but there is no-one currently looking to work with 

us. 
• Council works with Community Housing Providers.  
• We have only undertaken one project with a not-for-profit agency to provide 4 affordable 

units on Council owned land. 
• We have a good working relationship with Southern Cross Housing – are looking at possible 

partnership approaches. Have also made approaches to other not-for-profit bodies like 
Uniting.  

• Whilst we do not directly partner, we are seeking to work closely with, and garner support 
for, Moungibi housing cooperative.  

• Aboriginal corporations. 
• This is primarily for ‘well-aged’. 
• The CEO is on the Board of the local Aged Homes Inc. More of a watching brief at present 

although the CEO recognises that this could be an issue into the future. 
• 14 aged housing units with more to come. 
• Various charity and homeless centres for youth.  
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A small proportion of councils (15 per cent) reported that they partnered with private developers to 
provide affordable housing. This was roughly half the rate of partnership with the not-for-profit sector 
(Figure 66).  

Figure 66: Does your Council partner with private developers to ensure a supply of affordable 
housing in your Council area? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  84.66% 149 

Yes 15.34% 27 

TOTAL   176 

 
 
Below is a list of comments provided that relate to this question: 
 

• The Ergo project is the most recent example of Council working with a private developer to 
increase the supply of affordable housing. 

• Encourage private developers – with very moderate success.  
• Through partnerships with local builders, Council delivered new affordable housing 

products/forms into the market. 
• However within the draft 2017 Housing Strategy, we are proposing a progressive zoning 

approach used in some jurisdictions in Australia and overseas to seek the provision of a 
proportion of affordable housing in all new multi-dwelling housing developments. The 
relevant tool - called ‘inclusionary zoning’ requires that Developers allocate a proportion of 
dwellings (5%) in multi-dwelling (that are more than 20 dwellings) for rent or sale below 
market rate as a condition of their planning approval. The principal underlying this approach 
is for Council to generate a greater yield overall, but only if the required below market 
dwellings are delivered. 

• Council does not own land asset suitable for housing. Will work with developers to assist with 
transition through planning processes etc. 

• However this is something we would like to do into the future. 
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• We have only 26 private residential landowners in our LGA, all in the town – the rest of the 
land is managed by the Department of Housing, ALT, Department of Lands and agencies like 
ourselves who provide limited staff housing. 

• We advocated for affordable housing in private developer driven developments.  
• Where we can and the developer is willing to consider this. We have limited statutory 

authority to achieve housing affordability outcomes. 
• In conjunction with other sponsors built key worker accommodation etc. 
• On one project. 
• In large developments, Council tries to achieve 5 per cent affordable housing (through the 

approval process, not partnerships). 
• Through VPAs Developers dedicate stock. 
• Housing implemented a developer contributions discount scheme for target groups within 

certain greenfield development areas with federal government funding support (to address 
the shortfall in infrastructure funding). This scheme has now concluded. 

• Lend Lease, et.al 
• Again, we are keen to work with anyone, but there is no-one currently looking to work with 

us. 
• We are negotiating Voluntary Planning agreements with Developers for public benefit some 

of which include affordable housing.  
• Council works collaboratively with private developers to achieve the best quality residential 

environment possible – and those developers are obliged to ensure 15 per cent of housing is 
affordable as per the requirement in the Development Plan. 

• State legislation requires that any residential subdivision of 20 or more allotments is required 
to provide 15 per cent as affordable housing. However, we have only had two such 
subdivisions in the last 20 years. 

• Not as yet – this could be an outcome from our draft Affordable Housing Strategy. 
• There are no private developers. 
• HAF funding. 
• Work with not partner. 
• Private developers would not have any interest in this sized community or its location. 
• A limited quantity of affordable housing is delivered via dwelling diversity on one or two key 

sites. 
• We have sought land/housing packages with the private sector but no interest has been 

shown. 
• Negotiated planning agreements. 
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Holiday homes, short-term letting, Airbnb and rental properties 
 
Over the past five years, a great deal of attention has been focussed on the impacts and drivers of 
short-term rental. Often the focus is on holiday homes which may be let for a relatively short time 
during periods of peak demand (Paris 2014; 2011). More recently, public and policy debate (Gurran 
2017; Gurran and Phibbs 2017) has turned to Airbnb and its impacts on housing supply and 
communities. These topics were explored through the survey, and in the overwhelming majority of 
cases, councils did not consider either phenomenon a concern (Figure 67). 

Figure 67: Do you consider holiday homes and other short-term letting (e.g. Airbnb) pose problems 
in your Council area? 
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OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Yes: to a large extent 3.93% 7 

Yes: to some extent 15.73% 28 

Yes: to a limited extent 20.22% 36 

Not at all 60.11% 107 

TOTAL   178 

 
 
Clearly, however, some respondents were acutely aware of the challenges being generated in their 
Council area, and provided these comments:  
 

• There are about 1000 properties said to be available for rent for short-term accommodation 
purposes and we have problems with only a handful. The problems are generally associated 
with commercial operators who sign leases with the owners that state that parties must not 
occur and then rent the premises for short periods and do not respond to surrounding 
residents complaining about the behaviour of those renting the house. Some operators use 
or allow the houses to be used for criminal purposes such as prostitution. Generally the 
periods of rental are longer and the problems encountered for neighbours are different. 

• Perceived impacts on residential amenity – vehicle congestion in streets, noise complaints 
from turnover etc. 

• Potentially an emerging issue – not dealt with in policy or strategies. 
• Large amount of housing stock – mostly of average to poor quality only available for the 

holiday rental market and unoccupied for large amounts of the year. 
• Amenity issues with some party houses, rubbish collection, that I removes housing from a 

permanent resident. 
• Noise complaints. 
• The main problem is with low cost (by the night) hotel accommodation which is typically 

housing people referred there from specialist homelessness services whose placement at a 
boarding house has fallen through. These places are having social impacts on the surrounding 
neighbourhoods. 

• Unregulated and have impacts in area – not adhere with Building Code, Public Health Act, 
Disability Discrimination Access Standards, conditions of approval on turnover, number of 
occupants etc. 

• Airbnb – compliance with health and accommodation policies and legislation – comparative 
to legitimate accommodation providers.  

• Loss of Scope to local business. 
• Amenity impacts on neighbours; safety issues associated with public buildings. 
• Seasonality of use of homes. 2. Lack of permanent rental housing. 
• Seasonality in demand for services. It can be hard to communicate with non-resident 

ratepayers over issues where councils have a duty to consult with all ratepayers. 
• Landuse compliance/Amenity issues/Building Code matters/Impact on 

infrastructure/geographic location. 
• Impact on amenity of neighbours; impact on supply of rental housing. 
• Nuisance to other neighbours. 
• The issues are mostly behavioural – e.g. noise, anti-social behaviour etc. these are police 

issues. 
• Housing stock is above the value of other housing in the municipality due to being a tourist 

town. This limits the numbers of permanent residents which in turn impacts on the 
community.  
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• Most operate without any problems. We have received occasional complaints relating to 
amenity impacts, mostly from noisy short-term occupants. 

• High returns on short-term holiday rental accommodation in our LGA means that there is a 
critical shortage of long-term rental accommodation available for the workforce in the LGA.  

• Impact on tourist sector and loss of permanent rental options, placing price pressure on rents. 
o Increases viability for investment, b) reduces access to housing, c) increases market 

competition (demand) for available stock thus limiting genuine housing supply and 
causing price escalation 

• More Airbnb and limited ability to control mainly noise and parking issues associated with 
transient use. 

• Impact on residential amenity. 
• Issues affecting local amenity, e.g. noise, traffic, litter, perception of decreased safety. 
• Reduces the number of housing available for general rent. 
• Increases demand for services during peak times in holiday towns.  
• Some reduction of rental housing stock. 
• Competition In a competitive market.  
• The presumption that any location can be justified as being in close proximity to tourism 

locations or facilities, when the City believes they should generally be located in close 
proximity to significant activity centres. 

• Airbnb. 
• Town Planning Scheme prohibits short-term rentals. 
• Income returns are higher for via on-line platforms for short-term renting.  
• Being close to Byron Bay (not same LGA) and being a highly desirable tourist destination, there 

is concern that Airbnb could become a problem, however there is no evidence to date that 
this potential is being realised at present. 

• Residential properties in the area are being purchased by people as holiday rental properties. 
This reduces the amount of permanent residential properties thus increasing the cost of 
housing. 

• Seasonal occupation of dwellings and flat buildings. 
• Mainly from a regulation point of view and being on an uneven playing field with regulated 

hotels, caravan parks and BnB’s who complain to Council about Airbnb and other short-term 
rental sites. 

• The provision of inappropriate short-term housing that does not address the need for secure 
affordable long-term housing. Short-term housing such at Airbnb causes some issues for local 
neighbourhoods. 

• Interaction with neighbours. 
• There are small communities in our LGA which have a small tourist market. Businesses such 

as Airbnb has disrupted the fragile market and business have been complaining.  
• Neighbour expectations. 
• Use of Airbnb impacts on a very constrained affordable rental market (ie supply, affordability). 
• Pushing prices of rental up. 
• Not a major issue, some neighbourhood concerns. 
• Noise and amenity concerns for adjoining neighbours. 
• Under supply during peak season, service provision issues.  
• Recent media attention, beyond our LGA, has meant that this issue is in the media and has 

been raised as a planning issue more broadly.  
• Amenity concerns on neighbours. 
• Holiday homes are a significant part of our tourism industry – as such Council has not wanted 

to look at full regulation. However there are problematic houses for which Council needs the 
ability step in and regulate due to impact on local amenity.  
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• Homes are used for income and holiday rentals and as such are not part of the stock of housing 
available to permanent residents.  

• Unauthorised conversion of outbuildings for holiday letting with inappropriate access and 
emergency service provision. 

• Occupation activity that is inconsistent with the surrounding environment. 
• The main problems emerging are where short-term rentals are starting to affect residential 

amenity.  
• Occasional amenity issues with “party houses”. 
• Conflict with surrounding permanent residents. 
• Overcrowding of beach houses. Bucks parties etc. 
• They can impact existing private traders in the area and introduce accommodation where it 

wasn't originally envisioned. On the flip side it provides more affordable options for people to 
visit the region. 

• Backpacker premises not to Council standards eg private dwellings rent to 5 or people at one 
time. 

• Many informal arrangements slip under the radar and do not have the same level of 
compliance as approved businesses. 

• Consistency of decision making. 
• Creates housing that is unavailable for full time occupation. The market may address this over 

time with the potential value or return of holiday homes outweighs the value of having a 
holiday home. 

• We have over 2000 of these and they absorb spare capacity in the rental market and drive up 
rental prices. 

• Consumption of dwellings for permanent residential accommodation, increase in demand for 
housing. 

• No long-term rentals available. 
• The letting of whole dwellings lost to the tourism sector. 
• We have the largest concentration of Airbnb in Australia where in a 12 month period 1 in 11 

dwellings will be active in the STR market. This has an impact on the stock of housing available 
for rental accommodation. 
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Overall, the respondents to our survey were able to identify the major impacts of short-term letting 
on their region, and the most frequently mentioned was that the impact was a positive one – boosting 
the supply of accommodation for visitors and seasonal workers (Figure 68). This positive dimension 
was then followed by complaints about noise and other nuisance issues associated with short-term 
rental, and the impact that Airbnb and other platform providers have on conventional Bed and 
Breakfast accommodation, motels and hotels. Few respondents considered the fact that some 
properties remain vacant for long periods to be a problem.  

Figure 68: What are the main impacts of holiday homes and other short-term letting in your Council 
area?  
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OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Valuable source of accommodation for visitors and seasonal workers 74 

Push up house and land prices beyond the reach of local people 26 

Excessive seasonal variation in demand for Council services 16 

Impose costs but no Grants Commission funding for non-resident ratepayers 21 

Many properties empty for long periods of time - 'ghost town' effect 16 

Impacts on traditional suppliers (motels, B&Bs, hotels, caravan parks) 45 

Complaints from permanent residents about short-term visitors 55 

Other impacts  24 
 
 
The majority of respondents considered the local planning and building regulation system dealt 
effectively with holiday homes and short-term rentals (Figure 69), although 10 per cent believed it did 
not deal with this phenomenon at all well, and a third of respondents said it did not handle these 
issues very well.  

Figure 69: Do you consider that the local planning and building regulation system works well 
regarding holiday homes and other short-term rentals? 
 

 
OPTIONS RESPONSES 

Yes: very well 8.13% 13 

Yes: quite well 49.38% 79 

No: not very well 33.13% 53 

No: not at all well 9.38% 15 

TOTAL   160 
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Some of the thoughts of the respondents on this issue are provided below:  
 

• There are a variety of suggestions and a report is being at the moment about what can be 
done. The suggestions are contained in a Report to Council titled ‘Accommodation Sharing 
Economy and Impacts on City Residents’ which went to Council on 28 November 2017. This is 
a public document and should be available on line.  

• Again, this refers to student housing which is not defined in the planning scheme. 
• There should be some regulation for Airbnb and other “informal” short-term holiday rental 

properties.  
• The system could recognize it as a form of housing that removes houses from permanent 

residential uses. 
• A greater degree of clarity and articulation of principles of development control. 
• Legislation is unclear about whether development approval is required. 
• Through better planning and building mechanisms to allow housing providers to successfully 

achieve the required 5 per cent (or greater) percentage of affordable housing in new 
developments. 

• Require a level of regulation to ensure safety and ability to inspect and remedy. 
• In terms of affordable housing we simply need the SEPP to apply everywhere – there is no 

justification for it being limited to three councils. All councils are facing very constrained 
financial futures – Council will not be able to fund affordable housing construction. Councils 
have land assets, but there are growing demands on these and they will not be released to 
provide affordable housing. The plan making process needs to be streamlined. 

• Farm Stay, other accommodation uses in the VPP’s may require compliance action.  
• Should be a system of registration and inspection for fire safety and other matters. 
• It should be regulated through Complying Development Certificates with a standard list of 

operating conditions. They should also be licensed through the Department of Fair Trading. 
• Due to limited resources, planning regulations associated with ‘accommodation’ uses over the 

use of the land for a ‘dwelling’ are never enforced therefore there is likely to be many homes 
currently used for ‘accommodation’ that does do not have planning permission.  

• It needs to be adequately defined as a land-use; it needs to be clear whether it is commercial 
or residential; the construction standards applicable need to be clear; there should be 
locational provisions and there needs to be a body of evidence that clearly shows the benefits 
and impacts of this on ordinary housing availability and cost, so that councils and communities 
can decide on the facts whether it is appropriate for their area or part thereof. 

• Short-term lets (Airbnb) are not covered by any legislation. 
• Need a clear ability to regulate appropriately. 
• Currently not a consideration nor should it be.  
• At present the system does not address the function of Airbnb and the sharing economy and 

as an outcome there is opportunity for lettings through this space with limited start-up costs 
in comparison to the necessary start-up costs associated with establishing tourist and visitor 
accommodation in line with established building controls. Although potentially beneficial in 
terms of enabling individuals to provide affordable visitor housing opportunities at a low cost 
there are no checks and balances in place to ensure appropriate protection such as fire alarms 
etc are in place for sharing economy homes. While individuals providing accommodation in 
line with existing planning framework are required to achieve compliance with various 
construction standards. However, outside the above I’d remind you that this survey is being 
filled out on behalf of [redacted] and after you Google the LGA you will note it to be in quite 
a rural location where the impact of the sharing economy is not yet such an issue, and that 
like many rural Council's we are supportive of the opportunity that the sharing economy 
provides for encouraging tourism through our region.  

• Include requirements for affordable land packages in subdivisions.  
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• Not a problem for us but can see how this would affect metropolitan council. 
• Better and clearer definition. 
• More flexible approach to holiday accommodation, Airbnb not covered but holiday are.  
• Improved definition within planning legislation. 
• Regulation of Airbnb (and the like) by a state government regulator. 
• Statewide regulation covering these providers such as what has happened with Uber. 
• Not sure what the answer is but more industry consultation is required. 
• The requirements relating to building fire safety e.g. emergency exits are missed in these 

buildings. There is often more people residing in a holiday home at any one time than 
traditional housing – extra vehicles and parking impacts beyond the site. Such accommodation 
are not listed for Council to inspect as part of the fire safety committee. Also all (disability) 
access is not required in such housing. Therefore they are able to be constructed at a cheaper 
rate then traditional housing, the traditional holiday accommodation is being undermined by 
these types of accommodation.  

• There should be minimum mandatory requirements for building fire safety for such 
accommodation and prevent them being used for functions without council approval 

• Identifying specific uses in the Dictionary section/land use tables of Local Environmental Plans 
would be a useful start. 

• Some limited regulation to deal with larger, more trouble prone holiday homes. However 
smaller, less impact uses should only need a simple licensing arrangement. 

• There is no differentiation between normal residential use and temporary holiday 
accommodation.  

• An overall government approach to regulate this issue. 
• Reality is that the Planning and Building system don’t deal with the actual permanency or 

otherwise of the use approved. 
• We are responding to the NSW Government policy paper (comments due back at the end of 

October – you can find our position in our October Council meeting agendas) on this which 
agrees with most of the recommendations. 

• The planning system needs to provide a better framework around Airbnb type developments. 
• There is no legal framework for short-term holiday accommodation. 
• A difficult area to achieve solutions for all parties. 
• By making it easier to build and develop properties for low cost accommodation. 
• Clearer definitions on short-term accommodation and holiday accommodation. 
• We not seek out non-compliance through on line portals much to the chagrin of compliant 

businesses.  
• Need revisiting to have a consistent approach to renting. 
• We don’t know where they are. Airbnb properties are not able to be identified without paying 

and making a booking so they can't be easily identified and therefore are unregulated. 
• State have just implemented a new application form for change of use form Residential to 

Visitor Accommodation. But only applicable in certain circumstances. Causing confusion for 
applicants. The attempt to cut red tape has introduced more. 

• Although holiday homes and the like are not an issue for the Shire, the planning/building 
system is not well equipped to address such issues as the ‘issue’ is one of ‘status of occupation’ 
not necessarily ‘and use or development. However, the tax system is a very good mechanism 
and should be pursued on that basis. 

• Simplified. 
• STR accommodation to be limited to say 2 or 4 weeks per year or the principal tenant/owner 

must reside in the property full time.  
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Interestingly, some 71 per cent of participants to the survey were aware of Airbnb operating in their 
Council area (Figure 70), and this speaks to the degree to which this platform has penetrated the 
property sector. On the other hand, of those that answered that they were aware of Airbnb, only 30 
per cent of respondents said that Council had attempted to introduce some form of regulation for 
Airbnb and equivalent short-term rental providers (Figure 71). We should acknowledge that in some 
jurisdictions, such regulation may not be possible under State legislation.  

Figure 70: Are you aware of Airbnb operating in your Council area? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  29.38% 52 

Yes 70.62% 125 

TOTAL   177 

 
 

Figure 71: If yes, has your Council taken action to regulate or is it considering regulating Airbnb? 
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OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  71.20% 89 

Yes 28.80% 36 

TOTAL   125 

 
 
A sample of the views of the respondents on the steps their Councils are taking to regulate Airbnb, 
and their attitudes to such regulation is set out below:  
 

• Any action would not be specific to Airbnb as there are many operators in the Council area. 
• Early stages of consideration. 
• Planning policy to manage impacts/home occupation permit option. 
• Only in response to complaints about potential change of use. 
• Council recently determined to consider the introduction of a local law with respect to Airbnb 

properties. 
• Not able to do by law – not empowered – State Govt actually points out that there is no legal 

ability to interfere with them. 
• Still investigating. 
• Airbnb is just a management model, the land use controls already exist and owners need to 

seek the appropriate approvals. 
• Undertaking compliance actions to ensure any required Planning and Building approvals are 

obtained. 
• Developed a planning policy. 
• Land and environment court action. 
• Regulated under the planning scheme. 
• This is a State wide issue. It needs a State wide response not an ad hoc LGA by LGA response 

with different rules. 
• Council has commenced an LEP amendment to introduce regulation but has stayed its 

progression pending the outcome of the NSW government’s review. Council has indicated its 
opposition to the renting out of whole properties and considers that there must be a 
permanent residential occupation of the property – as envisaged when the Airbnb industry 
concept launched.    

• Operators were asked to comply with Planning and Health regulations. 
• Requiring development approval for such uses. 
• The state government has introduced additional guidelines and exemptions for short-term 

visitor accommodation (Airbnb) which is addition to the existing visitor accommodation 
requirements in our local Planning Scheme. 

• Form of bed and breakfast, as of right in any dwelling house.  
• Requiring development applications once the City becomes aware of such activity. 
• In accordance with land use planning as required – our Council Planning Scheme 
• Notices to comply. 
• Tasmania eases Airbnb regulations for renting out rooms in sharing economy  

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-02-03/tasmanian-government-lifts-red-tape-on-airbnb-
rentals/8239486 

• Currently awaiting outcomes of NSW State Government review. 
• Short-term rental accommodation in existing housing does not require development consent 

from Council under Clause 6.10 of the Kiama LEP 2011.   
• Accommodating it in the planning scheme. 
• Planning Approval. 
• Policy to set approval and monitoring processes. 
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• Considered as ‘a use not listed’ in the local planning scheme. Requires development approval 
and building assessment if class of building changes and requires fit out. Do not seek out non-
approvals. Just offer advice of process for compliance when requested by prospective 
applicants. 

• Current State position does not give councils the power to regulate these. However this 
matter requires clarification as it is not clear if an entire house can be used for Airbnb without 
Council approval. 

• Simple, low key licensing for small operators. Planning approval for larger premises.  
• Council has provisions in its planning scheme to enable us to step in and regulate problematic 

houses. Also providing input into the NSW Government’s review of short-term holiday letting.  
• It’s not just Airbnb but Stayz (the main 2) and another 12 similar platforms, plus Real Estate 

Agents (these are very upset about any regulation). 
• How could we? Again Councils can have policies but are not law makers in their own right. 

Remember LG exists because of the State Local Government Act which dictates or role and 
function. 

• Airbnb is not a thing, it is a marketing channel, in the same way as newspaper classifieds and 
trade magazines. We need to ensure local listings meeting planning, building and health 
requirements. 

• Just to ensure amenity of residents living nearby is not affected (ie. management plans are in 
place). 

• There is one user and one room at this stage and I doubt they do any business! 
• Tourism Levy, requesting the State to change legislation to identify where they are. 
• Short-term use of house requires planning approval. 
• Issue has been considered however is beyond Council's resources to control. 

 
The respondents were asked if their Council viewed Airbnb, and similar platforms, as an asset for 
economic growth – with fully 60 per cent responding that they did (Figure 72). This very positive 
outlook was above expectations, especially given public debate on the negative consequences of short 
stay accommodation.  

Figure 72: Does your Council view Airbnb as an asset for economic growth? 
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OPTIONS RESPONSES 
No  40.00% 66 

Yes 60.00% 99 

TOTAL   165 

 
 

For many councils this was a relatively easy position to come to, as reflected in the comments received 
on this topic:  
 

• Council supports the provision of short-term accommodation for visitor and tourists that co-
exists successfully with other desired land uses including residential. 

• Provides activation of the local area. Supports local business suppliers. 
• Increases tourist accommodation supply.  
• Don’t have an issue per se with Airbnb operation but should be some form of regulation so 

offer is fit for purpose.  
• Tourism expenditure, supports accommodation for events in the shire. 
• Visitors spend at local businesses. It fills a current gap in suitable holiday accommodation. 
• Airbnb is outperforming regular rentals apparently – home based business – wealth of 

individuals increases – under early consideration as part of investment attraction 
/growth/tourism. Recognise disruptors are part of new business paradigm. 

• Provides another tier of accommodation choice for a targeted visitor/tourist audience. 
Increases general tourist spend in region. 

• Our Shire has very little traditional tourist and visitor accommodation so Airbnb makes a 
contribution to our tourism strategy. 

• Residents can diversify income streams where managed appropriately. 
• Diverse income streams, more visitors to the area. 
• Attracts a different demographic to town. 
• Tourism.  
• Increase in tourism. 
• The Council does not have a formal view about this. We do, however, accept that Airbnb plays 

a vital role in providing short-term rental accommodation for both tourists and others. It 
probably plays a significant role and contributes to our tourism economy. More research may 
be required.  

• Supports tourism, but need to balance with other tourist accommodation providers. 
• Firstly Airbnb is not the only operator in this space, it might be the largest and certainly 

sparked this industry. It seemingly has had (collectively) a positive impact on visitor numbers. 
• Providing visitor accommodation due to insufficient hotel accommodation. 
• In an area like Albany with low supply of accommodation operators, Airbnb expands the 

supply which enables more tourists to visit. 
• Provides additional accommodation for visitors who may not get affordable holiday 

accommodation. 
• Our Council has always been active in promoting and encouraging the use and re-use of 

heritage listed buildings and places to encourage, tourism, economic growth and preservation 
historic places. Airbnb, Stayz and the like has made change of use to visitor accommodation 
more attractive to developers and home owners. Also the friendly interface of these web 
based organisations is encouraging for homeowners or farmers that want farm stay or 
seasonal worker accommodation. 

• Visitor accommodation, of which Airbnb is one component, has always been a part of the 
residential/economic fabric of the area. 

• It allows people with short-term contracts to find accommodation.  
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• Tourism.  
• Fills a gap in the market for short-term accommodation. 
• Adds to tourism accommodation and helps attract visitors. 
• Increasing visitors to the City.  
• https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/au/Documents/Economics/deloitte-au-

economics-airbnb-economic-effects-in-australia-010517.pdf   
• Potential tourist benefits, however if negative impacts are realised these could overwhelm 

any such benefits. 
• Airbnbs contribute to the stock of tourist and visitor accommodation. 
• Additional tourism to the region. 
• Increase affordability for visitors to the region attending major events. 
• Visitors to the region and supports the local economy through tourism 
• This is extremely difficult to answer as Councils deal with rate payers. We often receive 

complaints about Airbnb.  
• Visitor economy accommodation letting is limited and Airbnb provides supply. 
• Visitor accommodation is very limited at present. 
• Generate visitation to the area given the lack of conventional short stay accommodation 

options available.  
• Not sure that Council has a position on this. We are not aware that Airbnb is operating in the 

area, at least to any significant extent. 
• Income generation. 
• Brings people into the area who will frequent local shops/services etc. 
• Provides alternative accommodation opportunities. Helps to encourage people to stay 

another day within the region. 
• Airbnb is utilised by a different market.  
• Provides an alternative form of tourist accommodation within our area and will increase the 

number of visitors spending time and money in our district which is a tourist area. 
• Only in that it brings visitors to the council area who spend money using our local business 

services. 
• Supports other educational, professional, medical economies in the area.  
• Holiday homes have been a feature of our LGA for a long period – they contribute substantially 

to our tourism economy and in many areas are the main (or only) for of accommodation. 
Airbnb has brought a new way or letting them (and some challenges – faceless owner)  

• Provide extra tourist accommodation and is an alternative to hotel/motel style options which 
may provide greater flexibility to visitors.  

• It has the potential to bring new visitors to the region – another way to book accommodation. 
• Source of additional accommodation for tourists and seasonal workers. 
• People spend money.  
• Promote economic development and job creation. 
• By providing alternative accommodation options. 
• Additional tourism dollars.  
• More of a maybe. The impacts haven’t been quantified so it’s hard to know what the economic 

benefits are. 
• Limited, but possible to get tourists to stay in places and support local economies in where 

more traditional tourist accommodation is limited.  
• Potential increase for tourism and income generation. Concerns about safety though if not 

checked annually. 
• It provides a channel for visitor attraction and servicing. Increases stock of rooms for events. 
• Creates greater diversity in accommodation types. 
• Supports visitors and tourism. 
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• Yes and no. They provide an alternative but they also are unregulated and some are causing 
problems. 

• Different tourism option. 
• Supplementing lack of traditional visitor accommodation, especially in small coastal 

communities. 
• With limited accommodation available for tourists, Airbnb offers an alternative. 
• It would encourage tourism into the district. 
• Tourism spend. 

 
Importantly, most respondents either said their Council considered the regulation of Airbnb to be 
adequate (44 per cent) or had no opinion on the topic (35 per cent) (Figure 73). Just 17 per cent of 
participants in the survey observed that their Council considered the regulatory framework to be 
inadequate or very inadequate.  
 
The private rental sector is an increasingly important housing tenure, especially in metropolitan areas. 
Most councils felt that the regulation of the private rental sector is adequate. This is surprising given 
the lack of any rent control and that landlords are able to evict tenants for no reason (no grounds 
eviction) once the lease ends. 

Figure 73: How adequate does your Council view the present regulation of the private rental sector? 
 

 
 

OPTIONS RESPONSES 
Very adequate 3.98% 7 

Adequate 43.75% 77 

Not adequate 13.64% 24 

Very inadequate 3.41% 6 

No opinion 35.23% 62 

TOTAL   176 
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Conclusion 
 
This report set out to provide an empirical snapshot of the relationship between housing and local 
government in the 21st Century. As such, it makes an important contribution to the body of knowledge 
on this topic in Australia and furthers the broader aims of the ARC Linkage Project that supported this 
data collection. This report is only one part of the dissemination strategy associated with this phase 
of our research: some of the findings have been presented at the National General Assembly of the 
Local Government Association in Canberra and discussed at a community forum on the New South 
Wales North Coast. Other outputs will emerge in due course. 
 
The issues canvassed in this report are just a first step towards finding answers, and the topics covered 
in the survey will be revisited in the other phases of the study such as the in-depth case studies, 
interviews with key informants and discussions with local government leaders.  
 
As discussed in the Executive Summary, this research found councils agreed that local government has 
a role in responding to housing questions at the national and local scales. However, they often 
struggled to make an impact because of a lack of leadership from the state and federal governments. 
Most respondents perceived that their Council worked in partnership with others, making an 
important contribution to a whole-of-government effort to address housing affordability, 
homelessness et cetera. Local governments also demonstrated a clear willingness to work with other 
types of organisations, including the providers of services to the homeless, community groups and 
not-for-profit housing associations.   
We found that:  
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• There was a very high degree of awareness of housing affordability challenges across Australia 
but this did not always result in the deliberative attention of Council, largely because of the 
perception that other tiers of government had a responsibility to take primary carriage of this 
issue;  

• More local governments than anticipated were involved in the direct provision of 
accommodation to persons in need;  

• A significant percentage of local governments had strong working relationships with not-for-
profit housing providers;  

• The planning system was seen to be an important tool in providing affordable housing, but 
local governments felt more could be done in terms of boosting the effectiveness of the 
planning system, including the processes of urban regeneration;  

• Approximately 55 per cent of respondents reported that their local government had a housing 
strategy, policy or plan;  

• In some jurisdictions the interaction between local governments and housing is affected by a 
large number of state policies, and these can serve as an impediment to effective action by 
councils;  

• In most instances, housing matters were dealt with in the planning departments within 
councils, and in some instances it was treated as part of the community development 
portfolio;  

• Only a third of local governments reported concern with short term rental accommodation – 
Airbnb, Stayz, holiday homes et cetera – but those affected appeared to experience acute 
impacts, often in the form of complaints from other residents;  

• Local governments did not identify immigration as an issue of concern for their housing 
markets;  

• Few local governments set specific housing affordability targets for their Council area; 
• Many local governments across Australia have an involvement in housing markets that extend 

beyond their legislated minimum obligations;  
• Few councils see the provision of housing for rental or sale as an opportunity to diversify 

income streams, though a higher percentage of local governments are interested in increasing 
housing densities in order to generate additional rate revenue;  

• Some local governments expressed concern about the impacts of urban sprawl. A much 
smaller percentage were concerned about the impact of higher density living on families and 
communities;  

• Limited resources were seen to be the biggest impediment to addressing housing affordability 
at the level of local governments; and,  

• There was limited recognition of overcrowding as an issue within the Australian housing stock, 
despite the fact it is the most common form of homelessness nationally.  

 
It is relatively easy to list the individual findings from survey, but there are also more fundamental 
conclusions to be drawn; many of which were discussed at a workshop with the research partners in 
Melbourne. First and foremost, the data presented in this report shows there is a clear need for the 
three tiers of government to work in partnership to achieve national and local housing goals. These 
might include the supply of more affordable housing or the better regulation of informally-provided 
short term accommodation, but in all instances collaborations that reach from the Federal 
government through state governments and down to local governments will be pivotal to finding 
solutions in the short, medium and long term. The evidence presented here suggests that such positive 
working relationships are in short supply, and there is a critical absence of leadership from the Federal 
government in particular.  
 
The need for local governments to work together on housing issues was a second conclusion to 
emerge from the Melbourne workshop. The participants noted that local governments would be able 
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to achieve more, and be more influential in the area of housing policy and delivery, if they worked 
together to achieve agreed objectives. Too often, it was felt, their concerns with housing were 
addressed in isolation, thereby resulting in impacts limited by the modest resources available to 
individual local governments. The workshop participants felt that there was a role to be played by 
local governments in ‘selling the affordable housing message’ – effectively advocating for policy 
change, highlighting the depth of the housing affordability crisis and encouraging others to work for 
better outcomes. Councils, it was argued, also need to work to elevate their visibility within their 
communities with respect to the contributions they make in housing. This could include processes for 
the formal recognition of local government policies or processes that are highly effective or 
innovative, as well as greater engagement with the community at a grass-roots level. It was felt that 
this step may help elevate housing issues as a priority for elected officials, while also bringing forward 
greater assistance in this area from state and federal governments.  
 
Finally, the workshop participants noted that housing affordability can be a highly political issue: 
changes in the nature and composition of the Australian and state governments can profoundly affect 
the willingness to experiment with new policies or bring about change. Local governments must 
accept this reality and adopt a highly flexible approach – that is outcomes focussed – in order to be 
able to put forward a suite of solutions that may be attractive to the government or governments of 
the day.  
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